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Why The 200 Days Party Was Cancelledg 
The Polities·of Dealing With A Gay Boycott 
By Andy Friedman tory. "It's a' question of princi-
p!e;" said N:ader, and told 
The Senior Class 200 Days llolland that he knew of some 
Party was not cancelled due t"O seniors who are straight· who 
pressure ~m the Ithaca Co~ge would· not go to Nite Court 
administration, nor .was it due to because they sup~rted the gay 
pressure from politics professor boycott. 
Martin Brownstein. It was called As of Wednesday mor~ing, 
off, in the words of senior class Oct. 27, the party was going on 
treasurer Larry Holland, '4be· as schedule, at Nite Court. By 
cause there seemed a general Wednesday .afternoon that same 
consensus that people would not - da:y, word of mouth bad produ-
go to this party if it were held at ced "a simaltaneous explosion," 
Nite Court ... that this was the according to Holland. "I got 15 
wrong thing to do." . calls before.I go~ so fed up, I just 
When the senior class offi- · - left my house," he said: .. - -
cers met several weeks ago to Holland called Cataldo to let· 
;ork-out the details of the party, him know there was some 
it did occur to them fiiat there anti-Nite Court sentiment, · and 
would be some flak over the Cataldo, according to Holland, 
decision to.hold the pllrty at Nite responded with, "are you going 
Court. They were. · tempted, to -.let someone like Marty 
though, by the attractiveness of Brownstein interfere with this · 
an off-campus party location party?"-
close enough to campus to No, said Holland, but infor-
minimize driving and bitching med Cataldo that there was 
p_roblems. heterosexual support for the 
politics of the Ithaca communi- disgust. "When you play with 
ty." skunks,'.' he said~ "you have to 
Further, Szabo claimed that expect an occasional shpritz." . 
If Nite Court was 
discriminating against. 
women, blacks, or Jews, 
having a party there 
uJou.ld be the last thing 
anyone w,ould think 
' 
of doing. 
Or would it? 
laissez-faire policy toward 'the 
party .the entire time. 
Brownstein took exception 
to the phrase, "using his influ-
ence." He said, "There is nothing 
dirty· or wrong about it ... any 
time anyone speaks on anything, 
he or she is using influence ... and 
that is what politics, and this 
college, and'life, is all about ... the 
weighing of various influences." 
While Szabo apparently at-
tempted in his letter to explain 
why the senior class party was 
cancelled, he left out one piece of 
very important information: he is 
an employee of Nite Court, and 
this puts a very different light on 
what he wrote. 
Didn't Know About It 
Cataldo said he did not know 
Szabo was writing the letter, 
that "he didn't ask my permis-
sion. After it was printed, he 
came up to me and said, Lou, I'm 
sorry, hut I felt I had to write 
that." 
JlT · A · l • Perhaps the most overlook-
- ~ -.e~s· ___ J~Qr. :)'S~-:-_:: - Brownstein "again flaunted· hi· Brownstein said he never ed aspect of the 200 Days Party 
- · .- ·· . __ sin011e~~.j~UJ~"~ege COIJ_l_mu- : contacted t_he-college aqrninistra- · .. _incident"is:tne:''6ne·.tliat: makes a · 
,:~·.,. ''They :·iere-3 arsHMipteq- "'ho~ose,xual boycott. "Marty also nity·.· by -allegedly-. _urging the. tion in an attempt to prevent the . comrii'ent' ·about. Ithaca College 
· ·because tlie dear that Nite·Court said you (Cataldo) would.not let administration to cancel the party from taking place, and this students: if Nite Court was 
_owner 'Lou Cataldo offered tb~m . him.or his constituency come in," senior cla"ss 200 oays party from has already been. confirmed. discriminating against blacks, 
. was too good to pass up. ._Holland said-. taking place at Nite Court.· His The administration could not women, or Jews, having a party 
· "We had a budget c_ut that Cataldo denied that he_refu- ~ciuest has been granted by the possibly have granted professor there would be the last thing 
-. we bad' -to· plan around," said sed admittance to gays, saying, administration." Brownstein's request because anyone would think of doing. 
Holland,_ "and this· thing- was · ·~Anybody is welcome at Nite Brownstein's reaction to the first, he never made one, and Or, would it ... 
virtµa]ly free. Cataldo offered us Court. The gays ·have been letter by Szabo was one ~f mild second, the administration had a 
- a live·band •. any·posters. dr4:lks outside oftheir own volition... p · m· 1. C I d Ch _ .foi .. 50 _ce~ts an~ ·beers f~r _30 But a_few phone calls later, OSS e , ft en ar ange · 
· cents, with $1.60 admission Holland was to tell cataldo that .:· _ - · 
. - ch~. All _we had to pay for was the party was cancelled. Holland c • d d F N 11- Y· 
- any adyertising we wanted to do .said ~ataldo appea~.ed "frantic" ODSI ere or exu. . ear 
on our own." · . · and ·offered him a slightly 
But a big part of the problem different prop~sitioµ. 
· was Nite C(lurt itself.· 1 , • 
Members · of _Ithaca's gay Different Pro~sition 
--.::. community have been picketing 
' and .feafletting out!?ide the bar 
'since· early last summer, when_ 
By Corey ·Taylor 
A proposal to change the 
-Ithaca College calendar for next 
year··will be decided on at next 
This-would gvie LC. studen~ on 
additional weeks' jump on Sum-
m~rs jobs (by taking the added 
week off the end). 
' No matter which proposal 
you favor, the Ithacan would like 
you to let your feelings be 
known. Students have no right 
to complain after the fact. We 
urge you to voice your opinion ·by 
contacting a member of Commu-
nity Council or by attending next 
Thursday's meeting. 
· Cataldo enforced a ruling about 
-. same sex dancing and touching, a· 
rule that gays _and their suppor-
ters. feel is discriminatory. 
And Apparently the gays do 
.. have some suppWt from . the 
The party would be. called Thursday's Community <;:ouncil 
--"Greek Night",' Cataldp sugges- meeting. The Calendar changes, · 
ted: At the same price, same if adopted, will affect both 
admission, same drink prices; semesters of the 1977-78 school 
sam~ everything' except that the year. 
senior class name --would no - · The school year would begin 
longer be attached· to it. When ten days later than in the past. 
Holland asked why . Cataldo Registration would be Tuesday 
would do such. a, thi1_1g,-- Holland Sept. -6 (the day after Labor. Day) 
recalls the answe.r. as being, ip.stead of Saturday. August 27. 
"B~use I want to show Ithaca · Classes woul~. b,egin- on Sept,. -l 
College that Lou Cataldo knows rathe~ than Mon.- Aug. 29'. The 
how to throw a party." Thanksgiving break would start 
· So the official Senior Class after -i!lasses · on -Tuesday of 
Grading Change 
. Ithaca College_~~unity. _And 
that is. th~ -~~ond- part ot the 
proble~ •. ~ the·l'eason that a .. 
- lot of 'people ·obi~ed to the 
- party: because it was the Ithaca By Tracy Schroth 
College Senior Cl~ Party. an 
~ official. college · f:unction, the 
college, in effect, was jgn~ring 
the gay·boycott. · ... 
200 Days Party was cancelled. _ Thanksgiving week giving a five It is evident that the tradi-
. Some people .were .. happy · day break .. Classes would end a tional ABC D F grading system 
:. with the cancellation, like.Lynn week later in · December with · · is strongly supported by the 
. , ·· Taylor, one of the spokespersons finals endiJ:lg on December 23. faculty and administration of 
' for the Ithaca · Gay Peoples The vacation between semesters Ithaca College and may perma-
When· ._Vice Pre~ident for Center ... She considered the can~ - will· still be three -weeks long nently re~lace t~e present NFT 
. · Student And. Campus · Affairs cellation a small triumph, '.'a with school starting a week later .system as of n:xt f~I. 
Gus Perialas was contacted for· victory for people ca:ring about in ,!anuary, T~e motion m. !avor of 
his opinion about holding the other peopl~." Second semester' classes returnmg to the traditional gra-
-- -. party - a! . Nite · Court, he told Although the party· , w~ · would end April 28, 1978-as is the . ding procedure ":as passed by 
Holland, "it's your _money, do renamed the "Thursday You've· case with the current ·calendar.·- th~ FacultyCouncil last week. It 
:·with it what you ·want. I think Beer( Waiting For Party"_ and ..The ~pring break w~uld- be a will_ now._go to the Provost for 
you'll get some flak, but it's your . was held iri place of. the the 200. · w~ek long· to ma]{e up f~r- the rev1e\Y' an~ . approval and from 
money;- Do with it what ·Y.OU days:·celebtjlti1:>n,,' .. S91ll~:pe9ple laterJanuarystal'.t. · ·. . there~ President.Whalen. If 
want .• :·~- Holland. made it clear "'.eh: ~P~~t, o~ei. tiie.canceJI~tfo.ii. ·.. _. bn{pf1 the ~8:in · reasons for · ·approved.oy the president it will 
. t~at.feriaia~ n·ever-tol? him:~.ot .--t~e· . .'lt~har<l: ~,.J:.:::sz~b{>::· w~o .. th_~~propos]1l is~t(~v-e,'stud~ilts be sent to.the Board of Trustees 
to have the party ~t N)te Coprt. . wrot!:l.~ letter_ to th,e editor m last . - with s~m~er _J!,lbs--ll _ ch~ce t-0 ~n February for-the finaJ vote· 
attempt. nono have any punitive 
' aspect of grading. It distorts ... 
the A B C D F ~ethod is a much 
more realistic way of grading," 
said Falcone. . 
The NFT system was esta-
blished four years ago with the 
intention ofl1elping the student, 
according to Tom Longin, Acting 
Dean of Humanities and Sci-
ences. "We .felt a students's 
transcript should be a positive 
record ·of his/her accomRlish-
ments." However, according to 
Longin · and a majority of the 
facl!lty, the NFT system _'hurts 
the student rather than helps 
him/her. "We _have found that 
the prese!)t grading system is a 
terrible inconvenience 'tQ many 
! , -· But ·when· Stu~~u.t"-Body_ .. week's·lthaean.. ·, . ·. · .. work th~~ghJ:,a~or.Day µ they . :Assis~t- Provost, Fr~nk 
· ·\1J~S · ~sident J~~n ~ad~r-learned of,.',·· . ·~~b() -,;~_med_- that p_olitics. · have ~o .. '.,I'he third _opti_on to the. FaJcone •. .feel,: tht_N.F:,-~~dmg __ 
the plans, hIS _reaction was fhat. prpfcssor -Marty· Bi:ownste1n had · current system·.~~ ~he proposed .. sy~tem. ~·a peru:nl_ piece.. . He 
, the.::¢:xecutiye Board· would. not· ,- 'lb~en us~g his· .itifl~nee ""as ·an_ .. chang,es:would be.to· shot.ten .the . th1_nks:1t .IS-~ reflection of )He":'s 
'sanction any'_ event' tafting place·. instrucfor..in th:e .coUe·~ .co~_mu~ . .' Spril;ig .vacati~n. to· one .week ind:' ma~y ,P.eople -had. on, gr!di~g m 
students either applying to gra-
duate school or looking for a job," 
said Longin. The univers~ties 
and p.rospectiy_e employers feel 
.·: in a ·business-that· is .discrimin~~ nity to involve the same Jn: the· · keeping the curren:f. ealendar. the 60 s and .early 70 s. It 1s an 
1' .:.... • ' ' • ' • • • • • -. '' "- - • - • : - - • ' : ~ • - • ·-.:. __ •• • 
continued on page 11 
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··NeW;S.A;B'€B8irmall~ 
ByKimHowe ·Selected·\: , 
Photos by Linda Stewart 
Question: What do you have to 
say to people who compfmn of 
boredom and nothing to do on the 
weekends? 
Jim Daughton 78 business. "If 
people are really interested in 
finding things to do, they will." Leilaane Scott 80 PT. "They 
have to make things happen for 
them~elves - go out and take the 
initiative." 
"They are better than last year, 
By Merrie Raker but we still have a long. way to 
go.", Jon is hoping for more 
involvement between depart-
At an SAB Board of Direc- ments in planning activities. 
tors meeting last week a vote These include The Ithacan, the 
w.as taken to elect a new Politics Department, ALS and 
chairperson to head the SAB. others, including people from the 
The vote was unanimous and Jon downtown area. 
Horwitz, chairperson of the It was also r~ported . that 
Speakers Committee, was elec- beginning next month a twice 
ted to fill the job. Jim Ohm, who monthly newsletter will be sent 
presently holds the position of out "as an attempt to better 
SAB chairperson, will be leaving inform and ivolve members of 
to study in Scotland next seme- SAB, faculty and administration 
ster. "I have all the cinfidence in as to the status of SAB." It is the 
the world that Jon will success- board's hope that the letter will 
fully fulfill the position," said spark more contact and eoinmu-
Jim. Taking over Jon's place as -nication with these groups · and 
chairperson of the Speakers ke~p · peopl_e aware of what is 
Committee will be Judy Sachs. • gomg on With SAB. 
Jon seems to feel that Jim's Concerning the 77-78 school 
work on the committee as year !>udget increase for student 
chirperson has brought a definite governm~nt, it was reported 
increase in campus activities. that members ,of SAB have met 
with Vice President of Student 
Campu~ Affairs, Gus Perial.as. 
One problem discussed in parti• 
cular was that of the sound for 
the film series. Perialas was 
very receptive to the · problem 
and said that instead of the 
money coming' from SA.a or 
student government funds, it 
should be a capital1impro'vement from IRC (Instructional Re-
sources Center). Perialas 
showed an interest and has 
· agreed to personally look into the 
sound problem. "We can only 
hope that this receptiveness will 
materialize with a new and 
i_mproved sound system in Tex· 
tpr," said Jim. 
Looking ahead to next sem-
ester, Jon reports that on March 
30 Vincent Bugliosi, author of the 
movie "Helter Skelter" will be 
appearing here at I.C. · 
M~Lellan Discusses· Marx 
Noted Marxist scholar Da-
vid McLellan, Professor of politi-
cal philosophy at the University 
of Kent at Canterbury, England, 
gave a lecture titled'"interpreta-
tions of Marx" before a large 
Ithaca College audience last 
George Linhares 77 busi-
ness. "The best thing to do is to 
get off campus for the weekend 
-go_ing away or-just going down-· 
town." Rich Isenberg 80 math. "There night. 
is always a cultural event going , 
o,n o,r-e!se-you can_ go into town to : · The lecture discussed. three 
a bar.' · different interpretations·of'Marx · 
Heidi Strek .78 planned studies. 
"I think they spend all th eir time 
talking about it instead of 
actually going out and doing 
something. .,. 
· Jonn Gill 80 phys ed. "If you're 
bored you can always go down to 
Nite Court and picket." -
Julie Stott 80 PT. "They don"t 
take advantage of what is1 
offe~d." Jeff D~vis 79 l,usiness. "People 
Arthur Ginsberg 77 health adm.~ 
, "I think there are plenty of 
activjties that go on ai"JUnd 
campus -like the theatre <lepart-
ment, SAB, or fraternity . and 
sorority parties.'' · 
' that complain usually are ·the 
ones who don't try very hard to 
find something to do. They're 
the ones who sit in their rooin 
and complain.'.' 
"there is ~: 1ot to ao -ir· ;~~11t · 
ma~e- the . .effor;t to find them.· 
· The Ithaca · area , has · ;i lot· to . 
_off~r.". · . ::-: .:'i · .. · • ·,:·. · ,..-·:·. 
· ,•.._,_ __ :,f... 1.--::--l.,./· .,:·.:.! ..... :~v•·:' :;;. ..... '.'·.· ,;-.,..:i..,: :!1·~ 
: :with.the.emphaajs:on the inter-···. 
pretation of Frederick Engles. . . 
McLellan argued against Engles' 
wtj,tings on several counts. 
McLellan is the author of 
several books on marx, the most 
recent being hi_s biography, Karl 
Marx; His Life and Thought. 
" GRAND OPENING 
' 
I FALso· MUSIC 
. " 
108 W. State Stre8t_ 
,(Next .To F~ntasy-,·-~Fair) 27 '·I 'I.-"• 
,~4863 ,~;' 
... 
~--- -
- ~~~~--=-~...=--~ 
~~ 
~-:;;~~ 
..... , 
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THE. FRAME SHOP 
· 414 W. Buffalo si. 
272-1350 
15 ~rs- experienc~ I 
~tchoice 
ofjrames , . 
and mattings in area 
-
Get In FOCUS J 
. . . 
An unprecedented-new film · ·Pre-screening of film study .0. 
competition for college and uni- entries will. be conducted by 
_versity students has been an- Playboy .. Mipzme's editorial 
nounced by the Nissan Motor staff. Among the final Board of 
Corporation in U.S.A. Called Judges for the film-·stµdy are 
FOCUS · Films of College and critics Judith Crist -0f Saturday 
University Students - the eompe- Review; Andrew Sarris of th_e 
tition is being conducted in Village Voice; Roger Ebert of the 
cooperation with Playboy Maga- Chicago · SUn-Times; Arthur 
zine, Pioneer- ·Electronics of Knight of the Hollywood Repor-
America· and }lell & Howell/Ma- ter; and Bruce Williamson, con-
miya Co. tributing film ed}tor for Pl~yboy 
FOCUS is open to any Magazine. _ · 
student in the United States Pre-screening filmmaking 
enrolled in a college university, judges are Frank Kavanaugh, 
art institute, or_professional film Executive Producer, Aitlie Pro-
school. The competition pro- ductions; "David L. Parker, 
vides an opportunity for college- Head, Technical Unit, Motion 
level ftlm students _to compete for Picture Section, Library of Con-
Datsun automobiles,- scholar - gress; Thomas Radford, Film 
· ships, and film equ,ipment in the Coordinator; . Natio,nal Endow-
categories of filmmaking and film ment for the Arts; Marin Pear-
study. - son-Allen, Instructor, Radio -
Nissan, distributor of Dat- Television-Film Division, De -
sun cars and trucks in the U.S., partnient of Speech and Drama-
has expanded the college-level tic Art, University of Maryland. 
creative competitions it has The final Board of Judges in 
conducted over the past years the_filmmaking category will be 
with the announcement of this announced at a later date. 
film competition. Other· a~nual Winning first, second and 
competitions are a student wri- third place entrants in both 
ting contest and a student categories will be invited to 
advertising contest. attend two special premieres to 
The film competition is .the be held on the East and West 
first annual event on college Coasts. Students will be flown to 
e'ampuses to reward excellence in · both locations by American Air-
filmmaking and film study. lines and provided ·accomoda-
According to Robert Kent, Vice tions by the Sheraton Universal 
President-Marketing Services of Los Angeles and The New 
for. Nissan, the competition was· York Sheraton. · 
established to "provide the more FOCUS sponsors also expect· 
than 100,000 college-:.level stu- to show winning films on college 
dents involved in filni stuoy each campuses across the country. 
semester with an opportunity to 'To_ obtain further informa-
achieve recognition for their tion on FOCUS, together with 
wor'k in a nationally significant entry blanks in eitQer category, · 
contest." write to FOCUS, 530 Fifth 
· The FOCUS competition · Avenue. New York, N~ York,· 
permits · students -to develop 10036. · 
, . entries.for. either~!,itt.wo.~t9gor~ .- . '. -- · 
ies: filmmakiJl.t · or)i~m. s~udy. , 
The theme of the competition is · 
-~·on· The Road in America." · 
Filmmakingentrants will be 
judged on their ability to capture 
the essenced of the theme 'in a· 
short film which can be anima-
. tion, experimental, documentary 
or narrative. Film study en-
trants will be judged on their 
knowledge of American cinema 
and their ability tQ. write cogent-
ly and imaginatively in develop-
ing a full-length piece of- film, . 
criticism, history -or theory ex- · 
plorlng the theme. 
Entrants will be judged on 
their ability. to express, within 
their chosen category, what the 
:/load means to America and 
Americans in _terms of values, 
attitudes and myth. Duplicate · 
awards are provided in eadi'' 
category: · 1st place - a $3000 
scholarshil> and a Datsun B210 
Hatchback; 2nd Place - a 1$1,000 
· scholarship and a Bell &-·Howell 
17 44Z Super 8 film projec~r;. 3rd : 
Place - a $500 ·scholarship and a , 
Bell & Howl-ii 1742Z film projec-
tor; honorabie mention - a Bell ltz 
~owell 1733Z film projector-. · 
To recognize the role of t~e 
college or university in acquiant- · 
· ing students with · the competi-
-tion: the t\YO schools where both 
first place winners are in atten-
dance will win a··Datsun automo-
bile· for- use by t'1eir respective 
: departments·. · 
Special' advisor for FOC(!S 
is Dr. Gene S. Weiss, Associate 
·Professor of the. University of. 
~81) 'and· ap.d Director· of _the 
.Radio-."'elevision-Filin Division ·· 
.of the Department of Spe~ch ai:id . 
. Dramatic Art·, .. · .. 
· -,:· .... T~o . separate Boarµs , "i>f r 
,Judges comprised of re~~wned 
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.until December 2:im<rll.o 
Have 
a happy Thanksgivingi 
good news ... 
~ CLAMSARE 
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People, 
Not Object§ 
The controversy surrounding the gay boycott 
of Nite Court and the bitterness expressed by some 
students over the failure to hold the 200 days party 
there points to a serious problem on this campus. 
It is sad--in fact dangerous--that. in 1976 Ithaca 
College students can still be heard using words like 
"faggot", "chick", and "nigger" in the course of 
their every day rpeech. The problem becomes 
more serious wlien the ignorance and bigotry 
expressed by these words are reflected in the 
actions and policies of Ithaca College organizations. 
So far this year we have seen on IC fraternity 
attempt to stage a "wet T-shirt contest" which 
would have reduced any woman present to 'nothing 
more than a sex object; last -Saturday night an IC 
fraternity sponsored a party at Nite Court, 
ignoring the fact that this establishment has 
discriminated against the local gay community 
which includes a number of people from IC, and 
that there is a boycott of Nite Court which is 
supported by a considerable number of gay and 
straight people at IC. 
With regard to race, the College has yet to 
provide minority students with adequate academic 
programing to meet their individual needs. 
There is a gross lack of awareness at Ithaca 
College with regard to issues of race and human 
sexuality' and the time has come to address this 
lack of awareness and initiate programs to correct 
it. Other schools are way ahead of us in this area, 
and have developed some interesting programs 
which Ithaca College should consider. 
A student committee on sexuality at Syracuse 
University has drafted "A Bill ·of Sexual Rights" 
which is an attempt to lat the groundwork_ for a 
new consciousness with regard to sex. The· bill 
specifically calls for freedom from sexual stereoty-
ping, freedom from sexual oppression, freedom of 
information on matters of sex, freedom from 
research nonsense and sex myths, freedom to 
control one's own body, and freedom to expredss 
affection. The bill concludes that, "Eventually we 
will come to realize that any two adults have the 
right to voluntary non-exploitive sexual relations. 
Ideally their relationship should lead to and 
enhance each other's personal growth. Through 
responsible sexual behavior and honest communi-
cation, we can find a healthy and sane approach t<i 
sexuality. 
. At Colgate University Associate Dean of 
Students Frederick A. Dobens has organized a 
seven week lecture series on human sexuality. The 
objectives of the series resemble the Syracuse Bill 
of Sexual Rights, an attempt to break down sex 
roles and myths, and to provide students with 
enough information for making responsible deci-
sions about their own sexual behavior. The 
lectures include films, readings, group meetings 
and panel discussions on such topics as the 
language of sexuality, human reproduction, 
masculinity /femininity, same sex relationships, 
and birth. 
Ithaca College should seriously consider 
instituting programs along these lines. It would be -
smart to take some of the socially oriented time 
away from Summer and Fall orientation and try to 
generate some sort of awareness on sexuality and · 
race ainong the incoming.freshmen. Lectures and 
films can also be offered to individual dorms and 
clubs, and should be followed up with discussions 
led by persons knowledgable in these areas. As an 
educational institution we have a responsibility to 
examine the problems of racism and sexism on this 
campus as deeply -~nd as openly as possible, and to 
make every attempt to eliminate the _ignorance 
with exits. 
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Editor's Note · Last week's letter to the editor 
regarding Professor · Marty Brownstein and. the-
canc~~tion of the Senior Class's 2~0 days party 
was wntten by llich~d Szabo, who is an employee 
of Nite Court.".: The' ~~. regrets that Mr. 
Szabo's connection with Nite Court was not 
published last week. 
Perialas Takes Exception 
- . 
To Szabo Letter 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I would like to take excep-
tion to the letter you printed in 
last week's issue from Richard J. 
Szabo. In his letter Mr. Szabo 
says, , "Mr. Brownstein again 
flaunted his influence in t~ 
college· community by allegedly 
urging the administration to 
cancel the Senior Class 200 Days 
Party from taking. place at Nite 
-Court. His request has been 
granted by the administration." 
"It seems to me that by the 
administration's action, its stand 
is hardly one of neutrality, 
rather, pro-minority." Professor 
Brownstein never contacted any 
member of the student affairs' 
staff nor the Vice President for 
Student Affairs. I also speak for 
the president in stating that 
Professor Brownstein never con-
tacted him or any member of his 
staff. 
Larry Holland, treasurer of 
the· Senior Class, contacted me 
by telephone and stated that the 
senior class had planned on 
holding their 200 Days Party at 
Nite Court. He mentioned that 
he was receiving many telephone 
calls from students on the 
campus who were voicing their 
opinions on the Senior Class 
holding their annual affair at 
Nite Court. He did state that I 
may receive telephone calls 
asking for an adt_ninistrative 
. opinion. I bluntly stated to Mr. 
Holland, and I am certain that he 
will attest to this, that the 
/ administ~ation did not tak~ any 
stand one way or another on 
where the 200 Days Party should 
take place. This is a party which 
is sponsored by the senior class 
and the senior class makes its 
own decisions. 
During my , tenure in this 
office I -have advised and will 
continu_e to advise as long as I 
serve the College in this position 
- -that I prefer -that students hold 
their parties on campus. If the 
· parties are on campus, there is · 
no n~ed for travel up the hill 
when accidents could occur. 
Secondly, (and I I also am re-
sponding to a point made by Mr. 
S,zabo) this is the students' 
campus by each student's choice. 
Hopefully, each experience, ·cur-
ricular, co-curricular, social will 
be a positive one which will be 
memorable for the student. ·,, 
In the future my colleagues 
in the administration and I would 
be most appreciative if students 
would ~ontact us for correct 
information before writing let-
ters to the editor using the broad 
brush of "administration" when 
making statements that the 
administration has taken action. 
In this case the fact is that the 
stand of the administration is 
complete neutrality. 
Sincerely, 
_ Constantine A. Perialas 
Vice President 
for Student and Campus Affairs 
ExeeUtiye Bo~rd RespOnds __ 
To The Editor: 
· Please allow us to respond to 
the letter submitted last week by 
Mr. Richard Szabo in which he 
contended that Professor Marti,n 
_Brownstein urged the adminis-
tration to cancel the· Senior Class 
200 Days Party scheduled to be 
held at Nite Court. 
Let us make it clear no-w 
that such a decision was made J:>y 
the Executive Board of Student 
Government in conjunction with 
Senior Class officers. Colfege 
administrators played absolutely 
no role in this decision. 
It is our belief that organiza-
tions recognized by this Student 
Government should not do bus-
1 iness with firms that discrimin-
ate against parts of the College 
community. This was the 
position which we relayed to the 
Senior Class officials. 
While it is true that .;; 
sh~re a friendly relationship with · 
Professor Brownstein, and ·we 
did contact him regarding the 
200 Days Party, the decision to 
discuss this matter with the 
Senior Class was entirely our 
own. 
• The Executive Board 
John Nader 
John Giordano 
Bruce Holcomb 
Jack Cuffari 
Rob Taub 
'lmages9 C~ntr,ibutors · Thanked 
. . ' • ' ·. ·: '!JJ. \.. . ~. :, . ' 
·: : ~- . 
To The Editor: 
,( 
We would like to thank all 
those who contributed their 
poems, artwork, stories, and 
ther submissions in prepa~ation Brim has co~si~ered us second~ 
for a ·spring 1977 issue: · _ rate, and has infact publicly 
-It is .unfortunate that Ithaca maligned our efforts. One of our 
College does not have two _ editors received a phone call 
literary journals which co-exist from a_ student who was unsure 
peaceably and in support of each of the qmy_ity of her writing; she 
other. It has been evident said that Brim had tole her we 
· music to Images. At present we 
do not have enough quality 
material to publish a fall issue, . 
and are therefore inviting fur- throughou,t the semester · that continued on page 6 
( ________ V_ou_r__,;,Sp_a_· c ___ -~-·~-_ ... : _ . ~ 
'Cut'em-Off At The Ash9 
By Jeff Sawyer, Planned Studies '78 I 
-· must have our revenge. Man your scissors! Armed · 
with a pair of Woolworth's best we shall no_ longer 
.go forth-naked against the thick, diseasedk clouds: 
they spew forth. In the immortal words of Roy 
Rogers , cut 'em off at the ash! They pretend not to. 
notice: the No Smoking signs;. perhaps the: 
admiJ!istraion will budget some funds for neon one 
A P,air of scissors. It was so painfully simple 
none of our Judicial geniuses could see it! A pair of 
scissors! The s!gn~ didn't work. Polite requests 
didn't work .. Remo".ing their· ashtrays didn't work. -
T~e solution to'o~r smoki_ng Problem is far simpler 
than that. 'The next time ·one :·of -those smoky 
perpetrators- ,places. a butt betwe~n his. shaking.. 
:yellowed lips,-pull out-your favorite pair of scissors-
and cut him off at- the filter! Imagine the· look on· his 
face as hot ashes burn their way:through. his· 
_favorite jeans · arid into -h~ quivering ·1ap·. 
Smouldering thighs and hairless legs wilbnake hiQJ 
. · think twice be(ore _lighing up near you· again •. · _~ 
They have chosen to ignore us, the fools; we · 
-_which can be seen through the smoke! Cancer, the· 
~or'k which strikes fear into"the lungs-off all me1i", is: 
killing_ them off only o~e by one. Ours is a much · 
quicke_r·· ·solution. Indeed our only sa'(iour, t)t~ ·· , 
Surgeon General, amy as well have stayed on 'tlie · 
golf course. .- ,_ . 
Sn,okers, beware! The .time has come to elear : .
the air _On. th~ isS':le, _i!Dd With. scissors in hand, we / 
shall rise up•from among ye and smite ye!'.·--· ----
, ,, ' 
' 
( Your Space ..... :. 
This .,,ace will be resen,ed each week /<>T are limited to no more that two typed. 
'Your Space' ... a cAance for you to say 1omething dtmble-spaced pages, and must be nbmitted b11 4 
any W4?J you would like to say it. Almost. No pm 7\&eaday preceding Thursday publication. Thia 
· oh~enities, plea.se~ and the article muat be of space will be made available cu often as there are 
interest to the geneml College community. Essays comments. 
-
Silellce Within 
By William McClung, Religion 
'78 
There are people who believe that if they can 
find or "create" an environment of quiet, of silence, 
of solitude, they can re-vitalize their daily lives that 
have been affected by the pollution of modern 
society. For most people, this is how: they cope with 
life, escaping from the pressures of life when they 
are almost · at their wits · end. It is this 
"environment" of solitude that people dream of; 
that people truly need in order to be more fully 
human beings; to be more fully them-selves. And it 
.. is the realization of this need to be oneself, that the 
need for silence in one's own life is important sot 
hat one may begin this exploratory journey. 
In realizing the need for silence, many begin 
with a place that offers silence and solitude. As the 
journey progresses, one begins to realize that it is 
not the noise without that is so troublesome, but 
rather the noise within oneself. It is the noise of 
one's body, of one's mind, clattering and clanking 
away like empty boxcars that are being shuffled 
about in a freightyard that disturbs and side-tracks 
oneself from one's ..,tourney to one self. It is this 
inward noise that one must overcome, that one 
must conquer u. or~er to be nearer the journey's 
end. This noise is a wasteland where few dare to 
go and, fewer still, succeed in crossing it to come 
(!Ut on the other side totally at peace within oneself 
and with the world. 
So why try? Why ever leave that plave of 
silence and -solitude? Why must one leave the 
confines of one's safe, knowable, silent environ-
ment and journey into a wasteland where f:i.ilure 
seems certain? Why does one need to discover 
oneself? Why is all this so important? 
One needs physical solitude to exist as a 
human being in a world full of automation, 
_alienation, socialization, industrialization, technol-
ogicalization, militarism, etc. One needs 'interior 
solitude-silence to collect one's thoughts, to relax 
one's nervous system, to "get in touch with 
oneself." One needs silence to center one's being, to 
let one's being "experience" the silence that is 
ever-present. 
One finds in the "experience" of ever-present 
silence that, Silence, speaks to the individual, as 
the individual calmly waits, centered in Silences's 
darkness. In this darkneww, one waits with hope, 
with humility that in the mercy and grace of 
Silences's darkneww all may become Light. And 
trough this Light, one may unltimately know 
oneself. A11d that by knowing oneself one sees that 
oneself and the Light are One. 
· Silence is becoming an important factor to life 
today. Let it become an important part of your life, 
today. 
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~ .. Im.ages NeUi York Times-Music· . . . Critic To Visit Mond_ay 
continued fr!'"' pdge 4 
accepted "mediocrEL._ stuff' and 
might be interested in her work. 
(Last spring as an experiment, 
Images .simply accepted every 
submission in an attempt to 
avoid elitism and to provide a 
wide range of styles to appeal to -
many tastes. We have made it 
known to Brim that we now 
. exercise editorial choice, and 
have tried to set a standard of 
quality. Despite this, they 
"encouraged" a student to refer-
ring to our contributors as 
"mediocre.") 
Another Brim staffer asked 
us if we would like to print a 
c;tory she had found "moving", 
but "very poorly written." From 
her manner, it· was evident that 
she thought Images would wel-
come scraps Brim had deemed of 
unpublishable quality. 
We have encouraged writers 
to contribute to Brim and the 
A WP writing contest as well as 
to Images.. It saddens and . 
angers us that Brim. feels· so · 
competitive and insecure that 
our dealings with them have 
_ been consistently disheartening, 
right from the very first day 
· when a :-Brim editor calJed an 
Images editor to say,· "Hi, you 
don't know who I am and I'm 
really not interested in joining 
any of your organizations, but I 
see your posters around campus 
a lot and I wanted to know where 
I can get some cheap." Our 
editor spent forty minutes on the 
phone with their- editor discus-
sing ways to improve the public 
relations of Brim, many of which 
sugg~stion..s have: b_ee~ imple-. The. reading public will have 
mented· (their posters .are print- an unusual opportunity to talk 
ed at ~he place we advised, ·bear · back to · a /critic when -Allen 
a name as do ours · when Hughes,1nUsic critic for the New 
previously no one knew who York Ti.mes visits Ithaca College 
their editor was, etc). We now on· Monday, Nov. 15. He will 
feeI° we have been used. · meet informally with music stu-
We hope. that the college dents an:d present an evening 
community will support our lecture. The public is welcome to 
attempt- to establish a literary attend all the sessions at Walter 
journal · co-operatively and in Ford Hall. 
response to its contributors.- We Hughes' agenda opens with 
encourage you all -to continue a 9:00 am discussion in Room 201 
submitting your work to the with Edward Swenson's opera· 
orange box in the Office of history class on "The Role of the 
Campus Activities: . ~ Opera Critic." At 11:00 am in the 
· Thank, Nabenhauer Room, dialogue w 
The J~es _Staff with music history students will 
Elisa Meredith Nazeley focus on ''THe Music Critic in the 
Laurie J; Costa 20th - Century." The- public 
Bruce Safford lecture-discussion topic at 8:15 
pm in the Nabenhauer Room will 
be "A Critic Talks". 
Allen ,Hughes· has written 
music -reviews for the Times 
since 1960. He prepared for his 
career at George Washington 
University and the University of 
Michigan, where he received a 
B.A. degree and a- B.· Mus. 
degree in organ performance. ·At 
New York University his grad-
uate ·-studies were in music 
history, theory and esthetics. 
He also attended the Berkshire 
Music Center.-
Hughes' career includes ap-
pointments as - a lecturere ana 
organist at the Toledo Museum 
of Art, assistant editor and critic 
of the magazine "Musical Amer-
ica", music critic for the New 
York Herald Tribune _ and lec-
turer at Broo~lyn College. 
Twelve IoCo· Students To Jo-µrn.ey To Bahainas 
As Part Of Anthropological Expedition 
those whose prime interest was· Can'you deal with a monoton 
- ous and restricted diet with no sunbathing were discouraged by 
fresh vegetables 'for weeks at a the lengthy and difficult applica-
tion process, said course instruc-
time? Can you live in communal 
housing with little or no privacy? tor Dr. Joel Savishinsky, chair-
If you are a woman, how difficult man of the anthropology depart-
ment. Twelve students have 
would it be for you to wear 
knee-length dresses and never been notified that they will make 
the trip to Cat Island, a Baham-
be seen sunbathing? If you are a ian out island that has never . 
man, would it bother you to wear been the s_ubject·of anthropologi-·· 
long pants and never take your cal study. 
shirt off in a tropical climate? Studems chosen for the 
These are only a few of the course are Eric Amrine, Lynn 
questions asked as part of the Baikie, Laurie Creelman, Jane 
screening process for -a four · · Finkelstein,John Frank, Beth 
week anthropology field trip to G 
th Bah . t· t elda, David Greenberg, Lynda e amas m prepara 10n a G ·rfi J Ka · J h Ith Coll I dd"f - r r1 m, ames tzenstem, o -
~ca tft• n ~ 1110t~d. abpp !-~- - athan -Levey. Morey Phippin, can s mus ave-comp e e as1c and Marta Rubenstein. 
anthropology coursework, have Ith Coll · · t d t h 
I d b aca ege s u en s ave trave e , e mature, self-suffic- b · t th ' B h · e 
ient, and self-effacing and be able ~n gm~g O e a a~asdib•or 
h . . . . six years m courses organize y to s ow sens1t1v1ty for radically th C II C t e th F' 
d"ff 1 - e o ege en er ,or e mger 1 erent cu tures than tli eir L k t· r t al a es, a consor mm o cen r 
own. Mew York colleges. This year, 
Of the lar_ge number of Savishinsky • whose primary area 
students attending an informa- of expertise is the Canadian 
tional meeting early this fall, Arrtir w·ill indrnrt thP rourse. 
A College Degree 
and no plans? 
Become a 
JLawye:r~s Assistant._ 
and. put y~ur 
education to work. 
!f you will ~n be receiving your degree and entering a 
Job iparket 'r\'.hu:;h ~as not yet met your expectations . . . 
Heres your mv1.tat1on to another opportunity: The world 
of the legal assistant. You can be trained to be a skilled 
mem~r. of a top l!!gal team with the potential for an 
outstandrng and active career. :. 
Give yourself an advantage by attendinr Adelphi· University's Law-
yer's .As~lstanJ Prol!'3ffl whic~ is accredited by the American Bar 
Assoc1at1on and attain the skills plus the credentials that count in 
. the legal community. . . 
Specialize In: Employee Benefits-Estates, Trust and Will~orpora-
tlon~-litlgation-Real Estate and Mortrage~r become a Gen-
erahsl 
For a free brochure about this career opportunity call 516/ 
294-8700, Ext. 7604-5, or simply mail the coupon below to· 
Ruth Gol~smith, Lawyer's Assistant Program, Adelphi University" 
Garden City, N,Y. 11530 - _ ' 
-----------------------~---Name _______________ · __ Phone. CP65 I, 
Address _____ -------- -- -- ---------- r 
City ---- _____ State _____ Zip_ 
DAY PROGRAM 
O Sprang 1977 . D Summer 1977 
February 14-May 13 'June 6-August 26 
r --~ 'I 1977-September 26-December 16 
EVENING PROGRAM , 
Ci ,-,ring-Summer-March 8-September 1, 1977 
O Fall·Winter-SeptPmber 15, 1977-March 18 19-78 
Adfdphi 
ADELPHI UNIVERSITY· 
• -1 
IN COOPERATION WITK 
·r, £ NATIONAL CENTER 
-- . FOit PARALEGAL TRAINING 
Adelpti· ·' · -·,~ity admits students on the basis of individual 
merit ,«thout reltllrd to race, color, creed; or sex. -L-~---------~---------~-~~-. , 
' "It will be as-novel an experience · 
for me as for the students," said 
the associate professor, who 
visited the island only for a brief 
period last summer between 
hurricanes.~-
Savishinsky will give the 
students some· idea of what to 
expect, but not too much. "I 
want then to figure out the island 
for themselves; I want them to 
go through culture shock." 
Before the group goes, students 
will be steeped in basic research 
techniques-role playing and parti 
-cipant observation-and learn to 
be good recorders of what 
they've-observed. ·-, , . · 
"As fat as I'm concerned;" 
said Savishinsky, "ra-yv experien-
ce is not an;hropology, it's just 
raw experience. Students must 
be able to extract meaning from 
what they've seen and communi- ,· 
, cate it to others." 
What they will be observing 
is a community of · 200 to 300 
people primarily agrarian and 
very religious. The.students will 
assist the people in their farm 
labors, try to learn their skills 
and study their values including tists."Ithaca College tuition pay-
their religion, kinship lines nad ments cover_ the cost of the 
child-rearing practices, while be- course but students 'rmist pay for 
ing as self-effacing as possible. transportation. , 
"It's naive to think that we _ Cat Island is a large island, 
won't affect the islanders at all; · with a number of communities 
we will be something new to and several, . thousand people 
them. But hopefully, we won't . scattered along its 80 miles of 
disrupt them too much nor . coastline. It has one major road 
become too much of a burden on which runs the length of the 
them," said Sa~hinsky. The island,. eonnecting its various· 
islanders primary knowledge of settlements. The students will be 
outsiders comes from the small -living near a small community on 
number of tourists who visit a the southern end of the island in--
few resort clubs each year. a small, five-bedroom house that 
The students will _be _asked is expected : .to -have running 
to pack "dress clothing" _ and· water and el.ect!'icity by the time, 
refrain from -forms of personal . of ',the -stu~~n.ts.. arrival in_ Tate : 
behaviorwliichrnightjeopardize __ January._·-, __ -__ . ____ _ 
the program. "We will maintain a Physical survival should·not' 
posture of deferenve to another be a problem; but · trying . to 
people's cultural values and shed maintain contact with one'si sell 
all trappings of the collegiate might, Savishinsky said. "For 
sub-culture," Savishinsky said. - this reason, it's important to 
Twelve is a rather unwieldy select people who can adapt to an . 
number for the type of undertak- anthropological role in a situation 
ing the anthropologist plans, but where there are few creature · 
any less would be financially comforts ana people who can 
unfeasible and with any -more, submerge their healthy Ameri-
he'd "risk saturating the-island can-based egos.in a small group 
with inquisitive social scien--- setting. It will be in~nsly ,r------~----------.. ------.. communal with no escape," he 
best drinks. an,y-whe .. ·e added. For many of ,,the previous 
dinn(Jrs .'by 
.reservatior,,. \ 
f The l,lVER~-
TAVERN.· __ phone ' . - . 
.~3_9-7724 
-~ -· 
- ---MAYER's~-
SMOK:EJ SHOP 
- Foot Of Aurora Street' Hill" 
\ . _. -
All Smoker's Supplies 
Paperb.ound Books-
-_ ·Magazines \ 
: Ne~sffab~rs.~ .-· 
.... _, : -~ ' . ' ... ~: -., ~ 
-· ,-'· 
expeditions, the course instruc-
tor· was as much a group 
"therapist and parental surrogate 
.as teacher. Savishinsky does not 
· expect this trip to differ. And at 
the conclus1on of each t,rip, a 
book. was compiled .from the-, 
students' essays. "These ~tuden~ 
ts must treat their experiences --
-seriously enough to be able to do·, 
the same thing/' he concluded. 
_ And lest . fellow students, 
'think·the -m·ain benefit from the 
:--- trip. is. a · deep suntan, they will, 
. share their learning with --the 
.College· community in a public:_ 
forur~ when they return to:-
Ithaca in April. 
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,. -.,': \ THE El.ECTION-CARTER BY A HAIR? 
. Coming W e4De~day 
,. · ... 
A representative of the Ithaca Youth Bureau 
will be on campus Wednesday,1No.y:ember 17, 7-9 .... 
pm in Hill P.E. Center, roolri:P-5...to explain the· : .. , 
niany Youth· Bureau programs that use student 
assistants. Information on other community related 
· activities will be available at the meeting also. 
The Youth Bureau sponsors a wide range of 
programs for kids from pre-school to high school. It 
emphasizes children in need: because of a handicap, 
_ because of a problem in thefamily, bec1mse, of a lack 
of direction. The Bureau also sponsors a variety of 
recreation activites .. Like many other community 
agencies, it depends· heavily on volunteer and. 
student help and can accommodate a wide range of 
skills: The most important pre-requisite for 
working with the agency is a serious commitment 
to help. , 
Students who are interested in these or other 
volunteer and field placement. activities should 
co.ntact Gail MacColl, Community. Service Coordin-
ator, at X 3311. 
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- I" 
THANKSGIVING 
AND GET ON 
TO A GOOD THING~ 
Us means Greyhound. and a lot of your fellow students 
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you 
lik~. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time. 
You'll save money. too. over the increased air 
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays. 
Anytime. Go Greyhound. 
GREYHOUND SERVICE 
ONE WAY ROUND DAILY 
TRIP SERVICE 
NYC $18.30 
HEMPSTEAD 1830 
80STON - 26.10 
PHILA1DELPHIA 17.10 
$21.00'1 
21.00'1 
49.60 
32.50 
1 weekends and vacations 
GREYHOUND AGENT 
2 trips 
2 trips 
3 trips 
3 trips 
W.STATE & N.FULTON 272-7930 
' 
··GO GREYHOUND 
.~.and leave me driving to us® 
r: 
Broadway Comes to Corning 
"The finest Repertory Com· 
pany in N.Y.C~ __ 
"They are-the future" 
L.A. Tinres 
"The company is superb".-
Boston Globe ' . 
N.Y. Times 
- Coming up next week in Corning, N.Y. will be 
an event of great interest to those who feel we ·are 
far from the cultural network of city life. You could 
almost say part of Broadway is traveling upstate. 
The event is the residency of the Acting 
Company at the Corning Glass Center November 
15, 16 and 17th. The Drama Department at Ithaca 
College is co-sponsoring this residency and making 
the preformances free of ·charge to all J.C. 
students. 
The Acting Company is a permanent profes-
sional ensemble which tours a repertory of classical 
and modern plays coast to co~t, and offers 
teaching demonstrations and workshops as part of 
its touring program. 
The Acting Company is the only company of its 
kind in America which offers all of these features. 
The Company is now in its fifth season under the · 
artistic direction of its founder, the noted produ~r, 
director, actor, John Howseman, and the distin-
guished director Gerald Freedman: 
As a non-profit organization, the company 
receives financial support from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the New York State 
Arts Council, from numerous private foundations, 
corporations iJnd generous individuals. , · ~: __ -
The Repertory 
One of Shakespeare's sunniest comedies. and 
possibly his earliest work for the theatre, .the play 
is believed to have bben first performed at 
Christmas in ,1597 for Queen Elizabeth. 
"Love's Labour's Lost" is the story of a young 
king and three nobles who swear to lead a -
monastic, academic life for three years - no women 
and no frivolity, only studies and discipline. Enter 
the Princess of France and her three ladies-in-wai-
ting and their vows evaporate. All become players 
in the game of lo~e - replete·with music, masks and 
clowining . until, in the final scene in a classic 
-Shakespearean mood shift, the indulgent youths 
must come to grips with ad~l!. reality. 
First performed at the Royal Court Theatre in 
j,.ondon, The-.Kitchen was written by Arnold 
Wesker, considered to be one of England's 
outstanding young contemporary plafwrigh_ts. , 
Playwright Wesker, who worked as a pastry 
cook in several restaurants, sees .The kitchen as a 
metaphor for man's social condition. He writes, 
"All kitchens, especially during service, go insane. 
There is the rush, there are the petty quarrels, 
grumbles, false p_rides .and snobbery. K.itchn ~ 
instinctively hate dining-room staff, and:all_ of them 
hate the customer. He is the personal enemy. The 
worid might ~ave been a stage for Shakespeare but 
to me it is a kitchen where people come and go and 
cannot stay"long enough to understand each· other, 
and friendships, loves and enmities are forgotten as 
quickly as they are made." 1 
Written in 1700, ''The Way of the World"-is 
Congreve's satirical look at aristocratic Restoration 
society and has a plot packed with cor_nic intrigue. 
Lady Wishfort, in control of the purse strings, sets 
out· to thwart Mirabell's pursuit of Millam~nt. 
Character after character - with tongue-in-cheek 
names like Petulant, Foible, Sir Willfull and 
Mincing - become involved in a world of deception,_ 
mismatches, stolen kisses· and fleeting glances. 
Sex, money and social hyppcrisy are the play's 
themes, interwoven throughout a rich tap~stry of 
wit and urbanity. · 
The performances are free to the I.C. student. 
Buses have been chastised by I.C. and a $2.50 fee 
must be paid for this transportation. You must pay 
for the bus and pick up ticltets at the Dillingham 
Center for Performing Arts at the Drama-Speeck 
office. Buses will leave from the Dillingham Center 
at 6:15 each_night. 
The Ithaca_ Danceinakers 
_ The Ithaca Dancemakers will open their 
1976-1977 .:season of modern dance with two 
performances at Alice Statler Auditorium on the 
Cornell campus, November 12 and 13. 
This fall's program includes a· variety of 
dances, new arid renewed, by The Dancemakers 
and their· guests. Janice Kovar's · "Ritual" first 
performed in February, 1976, is more than a dance 
for theatre. It is·almost a form of meditation· tor 
the dancers. Its movements, patterned after "the 
iconography of Eastern religion;,a,nd its music; the 
deep bass chants of Tibetan monks, create a mood 
of sober discipline. Ms. Kovar will also present 
"Lento" Choreographed in 1974. Inspired by 
Dvorak's String Quarter #96, "Lento" uses lyrical 
movement ~ indulge the spirit .of optimism that 
comes at the end of great sorrow. 
In a lighter '(tein, are "Little Pieces" by Peggy · 
lawler, and "I'm beginning tQ_ see the light", by 
Barbara Dickinson. "~tle_Pieces" is a series of 12 
diverse vignettes danced to selections 'from "For 
Chiltµ"en", by the Hungarian composer, Bela 
Bartok. -. The performance of- these mischievous 
episodes -will be accompanied live · at each 
performance by Bruce lieberman, on the piano. 
As a break from the usuaI·Dancemllker·style,, · 
Barbara-Dickinson has revived -"I'm,-l>eginning to 
- see-the -light", originally· choreographed.- Cor; her. 
students at Wells College. Danwd -to a ·Duke 
Eillington tune of the same -name, it- offers Ms. 
Dickinson's quirky;speedy version of jazz dance. 
i_\\t WATERp~ 
"~ 702 Willow AvenueOl\t,,._ -
Ms. Diwnson has also choreographed "Second 
Thoughts", a patchwork of some of the-· best 
movements of her former dances. The piece is set 
to an electronic score, "Scatter", by Linda Fisher, 
which was originally composed for Ms. Dickinson's 
dance, "Knee Deep". In this dance, sh~ hopes to 
highlight her favorite dame sequences. 
.. curtam time for the concert is s:15 pm. 
Tickets are $3.00 and $2.00; half price- for children 
under _age twelv~ They are available at W~cj_. 
Straight: Ticket Office and'Nipponse in the ~witt' 
Mall. Telephone Reservations mar_ be made 
through Willard St;raig~t ticket Office_ •. 
~ 277-0800 ~, 
Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
op.en .every day 3pry1-Jom 
WED. -SING-LES 'NIG-HT 
MOST DRINKS 75¢8EER 50¢ 
EV-ERV 
DAY--
3:00- 7:00·-
- . 
LIVE BANDS TUESDAY THRU SUNDAY· 
This week: "Rai-lway_ Expre_ss;,-'-
* NEVER A COVER CHAR(lE!* 
n·ow taki~g res_e~vations; fo,r spe~i ... parties .. 
. - - - . . . \'. . . - . 
- - ----------·~--
·Huge harvests- af red grapes-hue led same Calltarnla ·v1ntnen ta pro-
duce rose wines. TIie new wines ere unllke the French· ar -Portuguese 
rotes, and retain the character af the premium grapu tram which they 
ere-made. 
' -............. . 
Good news from Champagne. Th.re-wet an exceptionally earty harwest 
o1· what 11 expected to be a 1.uper ylntage. Eu rape .. ·arought h11 cut the 
quantity of tile harvest, bu~,!~::::re·::::!ch and well-bal~nced. 
In Olden days.:Ylnteri'used to Mal their w_lne corks with beeswax, 
:rodaY, metal ton or plastic, apptled. bY macblne, don a better Jab. 
............... ; 
· Ewe,y bottle of wine that ·an1v11 in -North America from Ital:,- bean the 
·Man:hlo Nulonale, the red seal w1ttt-·the letters "INE" on the neck of. 
the bott1e.' 1t has nothing to do wltb. tile DOC, a miark of quaUty. . - ·- --,:-
. - . ............... .- -
Laying down wine In the ceQa&1 TIie hardest ·part Is waiting to ope~. 
thoM great 1>ott1e1. It's worthwhile, though, to tit good 111in11- matui9 
to ~Ir ~t point. · · · · · _ 
.. . ' . . ••••.-:!_••·~······· . . -' 
Wltlla -you~re waiting for those . treat wln9l! to ~h their 1>11ak, let us - . 
·ii,il!iflJ.sorri1-.ood,wlnes 111at:11re radi, to.drink now. vou•11111c11 th•· _ 
·wfd• ~ieflltl!_119i:t. n_ -t.'A14be"-•·, IO!fte ,wines IPCIIIIY· ~cted :to_ go alo,!'g : . 
. 11(lt11:1111t·n~ ... per.rnapu.i..-,_-•,. ,; .. ,. ...... - .·- , . . :- _; . .-. _ --:/ .. -. 
. --· '-:~~ . :...-·:,.-.; ... -:--': .... , -.· ... :.-·-,. -,~ .... ~--. "\~ : -· - .- . \ __ ·- i -. 
;;f '.;;4ute~g-~···/u: ,e;;t'!~-- /e"u,.~ _. . . 
:-,·: . . ·--. --. ~Jia'.u:,d~il ~~~·iitan~. . ' 
-:~~v,:~1:::0~; :~~~-t~~t~/L/>i?;:J~~;~;:_ 
' I • ' • • •. ' , ~- • • • • ' -
··- ',• . 
, . 
.': ,;,·' L 
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Movies 
''Rocky"·: 
'· ,.
by Caryn Picker 
"Rocky" will open in December in order to 
qualify for the Academy Awards, ·=_r~r those of you 
who freq_uent the Performing Arts building and 
have seen poosters and fliers advertising this fact 
you might be interested to know that "Rocky" is 
the much awaited film being released. through 
U~ited Artists. 
· · · Sylvester_ Stallone is the man behind the 
movie. He looks like a baby-faced Mafia hit man •. 
He is not. Sylvester Stallone has written and cast 
himself as the title lead of his film- "Rocky". 
It · is rare that a young man with limited 
experience_ can visu~ an idea, write a 
screenplay, star in a film, and then go out and find a 
producer- and a company to back him. . 
Stallone isn't ·a' stru.: yet but enough people 
believed in his film's potential and gave him more 
, than just a running start. When a company such as 
United Artists gives a film as strong an ad 
campaign as they have given "Rocky" you just 
assume that they know what they're doing. 
A few weeks ago at the Ithaca Theatre a sneak 
preview of "Rocky" was_ held for l.C_. Cinema 
students and a few other pertinent classes. The 
turnout was good and there was a great deal of 
enthusiasm in _the air even before the lights went 
out.. · 
For Sylvester'Stallone it is more than probable 
that sc,me form of stardom lies in his future. If he 
can overcome the dangers of being typecast for the 
rest of his life his true acting potential will guide his 
path. 
For the film, "Rocky", the Academy Awards is 
a stupendous goal, a nomination that would make 
_!llost any filmmaker very happy. What is more 
ill)portant today though is the audience. One might 
be !)lisled to believe that "Rocky" is the story of 
Rocky Marciano,· it is not, yet there are apparent 
parallels. . .. 
I think there is a need today for society to be 
satisfied with the slices of life which they pay $3 or 
more to see. "~ky" certainly gets in on that 
level. 
But there is more to movie going than that. 
Rocky will have to endear himself to the masses, as 
he does to his jeering crowds during the final big 
bout. In real life the film must be captivating for its 
full running time. 
- I think "Rocky" succeeds, regardless of 
whether the guest appearance of Joe Frazier lure 
you ·to the theatre, or you are from Philadelphia. 
"Rocky" will melt your numbness and elate your 
senses. 
When I reached my seat I noticed that there 
were a fe.w straggles left in the theatre from the 
previous showing of "Obsession". These people 
decided to take advantage of a good thing, they 
neglected to leave the theatre before the lights 
went down. I was lucky to be seated in front of an 
elderly couple who bad no idea what was going on. 
This couple's reactions to what th~y were 
seeing is exactly-the type of thing most film 
company executives take acvantage of during and 
after a preview. I listened to their comments 
Ithaflicks: 
throughout the film and finally told them that they Gardeners may not have too much success 
were participants of a -tieak preview. I must say with their plants in the future ... the date being the 
they were interested and totally enjoyed the film. 21st century! By then, this entire planet will be 
"Rocky\' is the story of Rocky Balboa, an aging defoliated and vegetation will no longer exist. 
· yet· not old boxer who has not· yet, nor conceivably Actually, this -may or may not be true in the year 
ever r wiµ make it in the boxing world. It is an 2008 - but it's the premise of a film entitled Silent 
in-depth portrayal of .how the media can control a Rwming. This movie is an underrated gem. Bruce 
man's future. Rocky is given a once in a lifetime Dern, who is usually typecast as a weird psycho, 
chance. . He will participate in -a bout with the ' stars as an astronaut who is super-dedicated to 
H_eavwejghtJ;l_la,mpjo~,.of th~ .w9rl_d. , . . Pl'.~~zy,µigJJm last ·surv~ving p~t ljfe. He, -alo11g 
Cinem_atitally beautiful, "Rocky" takes. us to- with three others, is aboard a.huge space vehicle 
the : Hill's:. ,kitchen·· .of · Philadelphia 'where we which houses-the.plants in artificially, --lit domes.· 
encompass Rocky'-in his boxing world. The All is well out there in the far reaches of the 
inconsistencies of a man's life where there-is no universe::-.until the order comes from Barth to 
steady income, yet the will to survive what he jettison the comes - flowers, trees and all - and 
believes- in is portrayed realistically by means of retutn home. -The other th~ pilots are all for 
encounter. it ... but Dem has other ideas . He knocks the~ off, 
Rocky's intrepid visits with a homely pet shop then heads the ship- into· darker, even more 
attendant turns gradually-into a corresponding love mysterious areas of space. 
story. The sharing of love between Rocky and Silent Running isn't cheapjack science fiction -
Adrian, played by Talia Shire grows into a.learning quite the eontrary. It's a lyrical, beautifully - done 
experience for them both. .In fact much to JllY film - thanks to the mastery of <Wbuting _director 
dismay, the ending of the Dffl\7ie brings the two of Douglas Trumbull. He was· Stanley Kubrick's 
them together after a brutal fight sequ~ce and right-hand man on 2001: A' Space Odyssey, 
tells us, as the audience, that all t~eY. need ,is ~a.ch - responsible for many of that movie's dazzling 
_other. The triteness implied in this ending is· special effects. His techniques are even more 
somewhat paradoxical to the overriding theme of· prominently displayed in Silent Ronning, enhanced 
the film but" just the same it brought a major by an excellent performance. from Dern. By 
amount of emotion to the tear ducts of my eyes. delivering a beautiful portrait· of a sensitive, 
Stallone gives a very strong performance as concerned man (in a situation that only he can 
Rocky Balboa the -Italian Stallion. He dC>minates remedy), Dern makes the film almost as much of a 
film also features two Joan Baez songs.) 
The world's biggest diamonds are also its most 
valued -and one of them is missing! It takes a very 
controlled, incisive cop to find it .. so why is French 
Inspector Jacques Clouseau on the casem Peter 
Sellers is back in top-flight comedy form in The 
Return of the Pink Panther. He has a lead - suave 
"retired" thief Christopher Plummer is just the 
kind of guy. who woul::::tike to steal such an object. 
But, f'll"st, Clouseau has. to stop -infuriating -his 
boss and get past li'is karate - crazy houseboy. The 
first scene involving Sellers with a blind organ 
grinder (while the bank they're in front of is being 
robbed) is-utterly priceless. Even though the film's 
emphasis is on comedy, the opening is in the best 
tradition of mystery as a disguised cat burglar 
makes off with the goods to the beat of an excellent 
Henry Mancini score. Kids and adults alike will 
love the main titles, 'which prominently feature the 
"Pink Panther" cartoon character. (By the way, 
the Pink Panther is the name of the cherished 
diamond - how many knew that'!) The Return of 
the Pink Panther makes the return of solid 
entertainment ... and The Pink Panther Strikes 
Again in theatres next month. 
Well, it's· vacation time (finally) and we'll 
return to a comedy weekend consisting of It's a 
.Mad~ Mad, Mad, Mad World and Woody Allen's 
Love and Death. So, 'til then, find laughs where 
you can, and enjoy the Thanksgiving break. 
virtuall)'. ·every ~ne of the film. Yet his strength character study as it is a fantasy. One other thing - THIS WEEKEND's GUIDE: 
and endurance on the·s~n are unusually bold for th.ere are three small robots called "Drones" on Silent Running, Thursday at 9:30 pm, Friday at 7 
a newcomer. S~one was previously- seen as a hand; their names are Huey, Dewey and Louie. If and 9:30; 75 cents. 
· ~restless youth in "The Lords of Flatbush". That you never thought a robot could steak your heart, fhe Return of the Pink Panther, Saturday and 
role did not make him a star .but he has stated that you're in for a surprise. In- fact, Silent Running Sunday at 7 and 9:30 pm; one dollar. 
,,,..iih1.·s.i.aalii.iiwi.·t·h-'•'Roclc••y'"•is•s;t;ar•d•oilii•---~---~i•~•P.-alfisan••u•n•ex•p•ec.,..te•d•p•le•as-u•re•;•~•·v~,e-i~.a_t_ry_ .• <T_h_e ______ ~-------------, 
At-•ATlt TheStableshm GA ftDE H •. . U59Dryclenlld. 2139725 
[~t~$TAYRAN:r] __ 
l"'h{nese ~ Americari Food 
- . - , -
fl 4 W. Sta u; Street 
·~ - TOPSIRLOINSTEAK dinner c:noriall. wrth tf)Ssed salad and garlic br~ad$3 em. 
. -.,~.. only a ~ 
~ thursday back by DANA 
.&,day& . . popular._ ST111111•0N· .~ 
~night demand 'IJ.uiu -, 
) 
. Ourkitdleais-.rr~ny:.:,,: 
...... ,a.:.~·~·~--- ~ . 
--~----· .~··ap~ciL -
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. :MusicBox· 
The East-West Chamber 
Ensemble, a group devoted to 
performing music with eastern 
influence and contemporary 
works, will give a concert at 
Walter Ford Hall, Ithaca College 
at 8:15 pm Thursday, Nov. i8. 
The event, free to the public, is 
being presented by the Ithaca 
Violoncello Institute and Meet 
the -Composer, Inc. in coopera-
tion with the School of Music. . 
The ensemble consists of 
composer-pianist John Cooper, 
soprano Ruth Cooper and vio-
lincellist Einar Holm, with Geof-
frey Gordon as guest tabla 
player. Four works ·by John 
Cooper will be performed: 
Pieces and Studies for the Young 
Pianist (for piano and ·tabla), 
"The Hours Rise Up Putting Off 
Stars" (for the entire ensemble), 
Three Pieces for Cello and Piano, 
and Two Songs (soprano, cello 
and piano). The composer is on 
the faculty of the California 
Institute of Asian Studies in San 
Francisco. He was the recipient 
of a Fulbright grant to India and 
awards by the Columbia Univer-
sity Ditson Fund and Martha 
Baird Rockefeller-Fund. 
Saturday, Nov.13, 1:00 pm Walter Ford Hall: Sunday, Nov. 14, 7:00 pm Nabeohauer Room, 
Senior recital: Gordon Vernick, trumpet, with Walter Ford Hall. Senior vocal recital: Valerie Jean 
assisting instrumentalists. Music by Hindemigh, Haskins, soprano, accompanied by Ann King. 
Loeillet, Beversdorf, Calvert. Free. Songs by Schubert, Debussy, Strauss,.Charpentier 
Saturday, Nov. 13, 2:00 pm Nabenhauer Bernstein. Free. 
Room, Walter Ford Hall. Joint student recital: Ann Monday, Nov. 15, 7:00 pm Walter Ford Hall. 
Jenkins, flute, and Peter Rizzo, bassoon, with Vocal student recital: Heidi Merritt,paul Rath, Hal 
assisting performers. Music by Deslandres, C. Thomas, Michael McLellan: Michael Salmirs, 
Solomen, Friffes, Weber, Haydn, Bozza, lbert. accompanist. A~s from Mozart operas, songs by 
Free. Debussy and Faith.-Free. 
Saturday, Nov.13, 3:00 pm Walter Ford Hall. - Monday, NOv.15, 8:15 pm Nabenhauer Roo~, 
.Junior recital. Franklin Ban Volkinburg, clarinet. Walter Ford Hall._ Lecture Discussion by Allen 
Music by Poulenc, Bozza, Cahuzac, Brahms. Free. Hughes, music critic for "The New York Times": 
Saturday, Nov. 13, 4:00 pm Nabenhauer "A Critic Talks." Free. 
Room, Walter Ford Hall. Junior vocal recital: Lisa Tuesday, Nov.16, 8:15 pm Walter Ford Hall. 
Morin, mezzo-soprano;- assisted by Robert Faculty recital: Steven Mauk, soprano and alto 
Scrimale, piano, Jacqueline Stern, cello, Ann saxophone; assisted by ,PHiroze Mehta, piano, 
Jenkins, flute. Songs by Scarlatti, Gluck, Ravel, Maria Flor~s and Anne Setliff, mezzo-sopra~o, 
Hahler, Barber. Free. Theresa Wittmer, soprano saxophone, Joseph 
Sat~ay, Nov. 13, 7:00 pm Nabeohauer Tague, harpsichork, Henry. Neubery, double bass. 
Room, Walter Ford Hall. Senior vocal recital: Neol Music by Bach, Lewis, Husa, Caravan, Reuff. Free. 
Harding·, baritone, accompanied by Jeff Plissner. Wednesday, Nov. 17, 8:15 pm Walter Ford 
Aria from ''The Marriage of Figaro" and songs by Hall. Fall recital: Mu Phi Epsilon. Program of 
Schubert, Faure! Niles, Copland. Free. instrumenta:I and vocal music performed by 
Saturday, Nov. 13 8:15 pm Walter Ford Hall. members of the Ithaca College chapter. Free. 
Graduate recital. Marcia Brown, flute, assisted b:y Thursday, Nov. 18, _8:15 pm Walter Ford 
Lucy Banner, piano, and Jeannie Clark, soprano. Hall.East-West Chamber Ensemble: Ruth Cooper, 
Music by C.P.E. Bach, Reynolds, Roussel, soprano, Einar Holm, Cello, Geoffrey Gordon, 
Franck.Free. tabla, John Cooper, composer. Music by Cooper, 
Saturday, Nov. 14, 1:00 pm Nabenhauer Johnson, Rouse, Maslanka. Free. 
Room, Walter Ford Billi. Joint student_ v·ocal Friday, Nov. 19, 12:30 pm Nabenhauer Room, -
recital: Margaret Frost and Donna Waszmer. Free.· Walter Ford Hall. Student recital: G. Wallace Still 
Sunday, Nov. 14-3:00 pm Nabenhauer'Room, trumpet; Robin.Otto,,Nora Louis,.clarinet; Mark 
Walter Ford hall. Joint student vocal recital: Zettler, Robert Patterson, marimba; Tim Erner-
Deborah Dewey, Cheryl Fenner, Anne Setliff. son, bt1ssoon; Mary Lou Wiltberger, piano. 
Songs and airs by Haydn, Schutz, Schubert, Faure, Program of short selections. Free. 
Delius, Brahms, Debussy. Free. 
COLLEGETOWN ITHACA OPEN7 DAYS 
SUN-THURS 7AM•2AM FRI & SAT 24 HOURS 
. tUes69 is 
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·salocl._. 
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Friday Night-Music. 
"Dragonfly''· -- - S~tu_rday_N"ighi:ltalian ··Feast · . : ,, . ', ~' ", - ' . ... ' . '.: , ~ : .. ~ . : .' -. 
fl 
.. WICS-TU 
'7:45 pm NEWS'·SCENE New/from around the 
·wotld, around-the country and around your home, 
is brought to you on this student produced 
production. · 
8:00 pm Wed. ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE Host 
Frank Carpano discusses many relevant topics of 
interest. Guests from around the Ithaca area are 
featured. 
9:00 pm Tues-Thurs FREEZE FRAME Host Skip 
Landen interviews for the third year Mr. Fred 
Goldberg, senior vice president of United Artists 
corporation. Clips from many UA films to come 
will be show.n. 
8:30pm BETTER NEVER An original half hour 
comedy, Better Never was written by Peter 
Andergregg, and produced and directed by Tom 
Graff. It is the story of Claude, his girlfriend, and 
neighbors as the_y: deal with everyday adventures. 
Second of a five part series. 
9:00pm KEEP THE CUSTOMER SATISFIED 
This program deals with consumer oriented affairs. 
It is an extremely vital program, in that customers 
tend to be eX:ploited in today's world. ' _ 
9:30pm ITCIDNG POWDER Nostalgia is still big, 
so _why not laugh like you used to laugh. Comedy 
like you've neyer seen. Second of a six part series. 
.. ~O:~~ FOQD GLORIOUS FOOD-· Gary Bettman 
Host and Master of ceremonies opens up the series 
with African Porridge. The guest is Anjuwan 
Akinwande from Nigeria who i§ also a student here 
at I.C. 
10:30pm NEWS SCENE 
WICB 
This .Sund_ay 61 IC, The-
Voice of Ithaca College prE)sents 
its Oldies Incorporated Thanks-
giving Special. From 4-7 pm host 
Drew Wilder explores the songs· 
that never made it as hits, but 
should have. you'll hear songs 
that remained familiar album 
cuts or bombed as singles on this 
Sunday's Thanksgiving Oldies 
Incorporated from ,.61 IC. 
·,' 
UNUSUAL GIFTS 
- the iron shop 
Jhe commons · . · 272•5101L 
:4\N EXCITING NEW CONCEPT IN SLIP,PER 
COMFORT ... GENUIN-E RABBIT FUR UPPERS 
WITH LATEX OR VINYL SOLES. BOOT.OR SCUFF 
STYLES FOR AT HOME OR . AROUND THE 
.'- DORM: _ ·. 
AvA1LASLE 1N.··s1tE~ s-s AND vi: e-6 AND 112. 
7-7 AND 1/2, 8-~ AND:,1/2;.9-9 AND 1/2. 
,t; 
ITBACA,COLLEGE . . . 
JUDiCIAL SYSTEM -- -·-· ,~~ .. To Speak--
Summary of Oct~ber... . - In Elmire,_; 
cases 
--I# of Cases Outcome 
Academic Dishonesty 
1 F-in Exam 
2 Student must maintain B- or 
bettE:r to pass course. 
1 NFT in course 
Assault/Endangerment 
1 
1 
1 
not gu1lty 
25 work hour assignment 
60 work hour assignment 
~kstore Theft 
- The public is invited to hear 
well .. known author Anthony 
Burgess in "An Evening with·. 
Anthony Burgess" at Elmira 
College's Emerson Auditorium, 
Friday; November 19 at 8 pm. 
The free program is sponsored 
by the Friends of the Steele 
Library. _ 
Burgess, an extremely ver-
satile writer is perhaps best 
known for his book "Clockwork 
Orange" an anti Utopian satire of 
a world of the not too distant 
future. The film version of "A 
Clockwork Orange" was directed 
and produced' by Stanley Kub-
There has been some concern expressed by 
members of the community that students are not 
aware of the existing vacancies on the various 
standing committees. In an attempt to .rectify this 
situation, ~ listed below are, all the committees 
which_currently have student vacancies. 
Campus Life Committee (41 
1 student member of Comm unify Council, to be 
designated by Community Council . 
1, member of Student Congress, to be 
designated by Student Congress 
1 student at large, to be designated by Student 
Congress 
1 off-campus student, to be designated by 
Student Congress 
Honorary Degrees Committee (I] 
1 student, to be designated by Student 
congress 
Library Committee (3) 
.3 students from three different academic 
divisions,_ to be designated by Student CQ!lgress 
Premedical ·sciences Advisory Committee [I) 
1 student in the premedical sciences, to be 
designated by Student Congress · 
Traffic Appeals Board [I] 
1 student alternate, to be designated by 
Student Congress 
1 
- 1 
30 work hour assignment 
case dismissed 
Compliance with Official Request 
[By Security or S.A.S.P] 
College Faculty Personnel Appeals Committee rick and had an enormous 
success in motion picture houses [3] 
throughout the world. 3 students, to be designated by Student 
Congress 
· Traffic Policy Committee [I I 
1 student from Community Council, to be 
designated by Community Council 
1 15 -work hour assignment 
2 3 semester __ deferred 
suspension _plus 10 work hour 
assignment 
In addition to "A Clockwork 
Orange" Burgess has authored 
15 other novels, 8 works of non 
fiction and countless reviews of 
b90ks, music, television, and 
records. 
As screenwriter, Burgess 
Educational Policies Committee [5] 
1 student from each of the following areas: 
Music, Physical Education, Health, Business and a 
part-time student, to be designated by Student 
Congress 
Any student willing to serve on one of the 
above committees is urged to contact John .Nader -
or John Qiordano in the Student Government 
Office, x3377, or Skip Lande, Chairman of 
Committee on Committees, x3242. 
Fireworks won critical acclaim for his llmmmma11111m111m11111:C1 
1 30 wo·rk hour ~signment televi~ion specials "Moses", 
"Jesus", and "Michaelangelo". 1 45 work hour assignment 
· As a musician, he composed the 
well known Avant Garde Symph-
ony (Symphony in _C). He also 
wrote the book and lyrics for the 
Broadway musical !'Cyrano". 
Noise 
2 Verbal warning 
Parking Decal Theft/Fraud 
r . Verbal Warning 
2 10 work hour assignment 
1 30 work hour assignment 
Burgess has ~so held prof-
essorships at City College o(New 
York, Columbia University, 
Princeton and other . leading 
Theft of College Property American educatonal instit-
2 .80 work hour assignment utions; was Education Officer in 
1 - 30 work hour assj_gnment Malaya and Bornew form 1954-
plus $7.50 in restitution 59; serv~ on t~e staff of t~e 
1 t guilt Tyrone Gutherie Theatre m 
no . Y Minneapolis as writer and con-
~-..-~ 
_ West HDI School Ne~: Volunteers to assist 
in an arts and crafts program, especially 
woodworking, at any time from 9 to 3 on Tues. or 
·wed., from 9 to 11:30 am on Thurs., or 12:30 to 3 
pm on Fri. 
. Office for the Aging Needs: Frienly·visitors to 
spend a few hours a week in companionship with an 
individual, lonely, elderly people. Times and days 
can be arranged to suit the volunteer,;_ · 
Central School. Needs: ,.Volunteers to play 
learning games with 4th graders, any morning, 
Tues. thru Fri.: Volunteers to work with 
individual, intermediate students needing help in 
basic reading skills, ·on Mon.~ 9 to 10 am, or Tues. 
11 am -to 12 noon; or :volunteers to v.:ork with 
advanced 2nd and 3rd graders in enrichment 
program, any weekday morning. 
Ithaca High School Needs: Volunteer Math and 
Chemistry "tutors to work with individual students, 
Tuesday, Thursday, of Friday morning, or any 
afternoon. 
For more information or an appointment to 
these or any other voluntary service, please call the 
Voluntary Action Center, 272-9411, Tuesday and 
Thursday from 9 to 10:30 am, or Wednesday from 1 
to 3 pm. 
Hause I~ Plants 
~ -_ --lhree-.Gree .... ses · 
Hard to Find & unusual Plants · 
McGuire Ganfens."' 
~-,35 EJmlraRd. (Rte~ 13) - _ 
complete G1r.den Stor~ 11ptn everyday 
- . ~ ' . 
sultant; and has been and 
remains a popular lecturer on the ' 
college circuit. _.J 
restaurant 
steaks & chops 
Burgess will be talking 
about his multifaceted career and 
his works and · will also be on 
hand to meet the audience at a 
special Meet the Author recep-
tion to-he held in Kolker Lounge 
at the e9nclusion of his talk. - elmira road 273-0777! 
Union t'. across 
... Grading 
continued from page 1 ARNOLD PRINTING 
that the student's transcript is 
not an accurate or realistic 
record of the students accom-
plishments, Most members of. 
the faculty believe that by 
reinstituting the A B C D F 
grading procedure, the college 
will be able to present a clearer 
CORPORATION 
FOR ALL YOUR 
PRINTl"N.G NEEDS 
LETTERPRESS& OFFSET 
· and more honest view of the 
student's accomplishments and , 
capabilities. 
( 607 ) 2i2-7800 4 l 6'East State St 
. haca N.Y. 
IIB~~{?)Yf IIB©UJJ~ 
EVERY FRIDAY.STARTING NOV. 12th 
-3pm~8pm -
@in@ @rr ~lYJ(nfil @rra@~~c ~@~ 
- . 
~ ~ @~~ / lf@@~@rr@Jfu1 @g IID@@rrc@~<e 
--~Il~ ~[fi)@{f ~a}%:@C91 .. ©rra@~~c~~(g 
NO DRESS CODE-REQUESTED MUSIC-NO COVER 
-PLENTY OF-ROOM TO MOVE 
-4Clf~~laeeku«ed~ 
~~ -OHidt uUt of Woea ff~! 
... ·.·. 
:.. 
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Fall Sports: One La8{.Look· 
• -1 • 
PHOTOS BY FRAN'K SELLERS 
l. f 
\ 
· ... 
Booters· 
, . 
End Season 
.... 
·Bombers Finish 6~2""1 
By Reid Walmark / 
,, 
Tuesday afternoon at Oswe-
go State the 1976 Ithaca College 
soccer team concluded their 
season with a 4-2 loss. Their 
final won-loss record is two win's 
and twelve losses. In the past 
pearing attack. _ "F~r'the 'first 
time in a while it seemed like we 
were outplayed and once again 
we had the problem of putting 
the ball in the goal.'' 
- week the Bombers dropped two 
decisions in Rochester. W ednes-
day, October 27, R.I.T. was 
victprious 2-1; two days later it 
was the University of Rochester 
scoring a 2-0 triumph. 
Last Wednesday, I.C. al-
most escaped Rochester with a 
one all tie. However, no such 
luck. With just one hundred and 
thirty nine ticks of the clock 
remaining, misters Coppela and 
Barnum combined to notch the 
game winner. The former 
received a chip pass from the 
latter scoring on a breakqway. 
R.I.T. led 1-0 until the 20:25 
mark of the second half. The 
equalizer was set up by Jim 
Edwards. Dan Bernardin, regis-
tering his second goal of the 
year, was "johnny-on:lhe-spot," 
directing a mishandled rebound 
into the upper portion of the net. 
Statistically and territorially 
Ithaca found themselves in a 
familiar position, dominating in 
both areas, yet trailing on the 
scoreboard. This loss was the 
third instance where t~e Blue 
arid Gold has lost a game in the 
~aning moments of a match. 
Coach MacCortnacl< discusses the 
game eluding to this Bomber 
shortcoming: "It was a very 
physical game and once again we 
were victimized in the late 
portion of the· game." Addi-
tionally, the Coach comments: 
"Chris Poulias' who had seven 
shots during the game had his 
finest effort of the season." 
Friday, U. of R. goals at 
43:47 of the first and 7:03 of the 
second sealed I.C.'s fate, as the 
Blue and Gold was shutout for 
their fifth time. Coach macCor-
mack focuses on. Ithaca's disap-
The Ithacans did not go 
without scoring chances, though 
Gary Orlacchio shot struck the 
crossbar in the first half and 
Gene Burt scored a football field 
goal not a soccer goal on a 
breakaway late in the second 
stanza. The coach noted, that 
"Jim Keaton up from the J.V. 
and Steve Cary played aggres-
sively at fullback and halfback 
respectively." . 
On the day , that Jimmy 
Carter collected his winning 
votes, Oswego State outscored 
the Bombers by a 4-2 margin. 
Trailing 3-1 at the half, I.C.'s 
Gene Burt cut the lead at the 
22:02 mark. . It was Dan . 
Bernardin's second assist of the 
day, a high cross from the l~ft 
wing, that Gene headed into the 
net. Approximately seven mi-
nutes later, Oswego scored their 
fourth goal of the day, closing the 
game's scoring. In the opening 
period Oswego jumped in front 
2-0. Former J.V.'er Flynn 
McDonnell put the Bombers on 
the 'board', taki~g advantage of a 
Dan Bernardin shot. Dan's dr:ive 
was 'too hot to handle' as Flynn -
connected· on the rebound. 
Oswego outplayed the Itha-
cans forcing the I.C. goaltender, 
Jeff Cogshall, to register twenty 
saves. Dan Bernardin generated 
offense on his left wing. Coach 
MacCormack cited the exampla-
tory performances of veterans 
Paul Leifer and Steve Cary. 
Ithaca's young mentor provides 
an overview of his squad's 
fourteenth and final game of the 
year. "We ·played well consi-
dering we had seven freshman in 
the· starting line up which 
resulted in our inability to finish 
Week: Nov. 9, Nov. 10, Nov. 11 
Trivia !Quiz_ 
611 Georee GiQdman\· 
"QUESTlON ONE: The Kansas 
City -Chiefs were shutout by the 
Pittsburth Steelers 45-0 on Sun-
day. Name tlie last time the, 
Chiefs were shutout, and the 
team who defeated them. (It 
happened 179 reg~lar season 
games ago.) 
QUESTION TWO: The Dallas 
Cowboys did not sco_re a touch-
down against the·: New York 
Giants on. Sunday even though 
t11_e_.y won 9-3. Name the last 
ti1V.ie' the Cowboys did rtot ·score a 
touchdown in a game. 
- QUESTION· FIVE: Two Sun-
days ago, Cincinnati Bengal 
running back Boobie Clark, 
gained 100 yards against Cleve-
iand. Name the last Bengal to 
gain 100 yards ru_shing ig _ one 
· game. (Hine: It happened 45 
games ago, the year was 1973.). 
"8L61 'IC:: .1aqo1ao 
uo Al!:'.> susuu}I 1su,~.3u _,. f'Ol 
JOJ paqs~J aq 'a!lfOOJ tl SUM }jJtll:) 
aJqooa uaqM. · =3AU 'H3A\SNV 
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. U! C::I ·86 Utl2!1{a!W pall?aJap a'ltllS 
un.3JtP!W !1ffl0..J 'H3MSNV 
For the Ithaca College foot-
ball team, 1976 was another 
season of success as the Bombers 
turned a "rebuilding year" into a 
sixth straight winning campaign 
with a 6-2-1 mark. 
Coach Jim Butterfield has 
now guided Ithaca College to a 
55-22-1 mark in ten seasons. 
Hard · hit by graduation 
losses and injuries to several key 
upperclassmen early in the year. 
~he Bombers fielded a young 
team that made steady progress 
throughout the season. 
The Bombers played the 
first four games of the year 
without veteran quarterback 
Frank Caufield. He was missed 
as the Itbacans started slowly 
with a 2-1-1 mark including wins 
over Albany 24-0 and Cortland 
28-12 sandwiched between an 
opening 24-0 loss to St. lawrence 
and a 3-3 tie with Alrfred. 
Ithaca enjoyed a strong finish 
winning four of its last five 
including a 28-7 home field 
triumph over C.W .. Post that 
knocked the Pioneers from the 
top spot in the weekly NCAA 
Division III national rankings. 
The Bombers defeated Spring-
field 31-0, C.W. Post, Hobart 
27-20 and RIT 35-7 during the 
second half of the season while 
losing at American International 
20-19. 
Rushing wa'S again a 
strength of the Ithaca College 
football team as the Bombers 
· gained 2007 yards on 469 carri~s 
and scored 19 of 26 touchdowns 
on the ground .. 
The team rushing title, won 
by freshman fullback Matt Mees, 
was not decided until the final 
game. of the campaign. Mees 
went 123x645 and 7 t.d.'s to edge 
senior runningback Dave Pitzer 
112x622 and 6 t.d.'s. Only 12 
yards had separated the pair 
before the fmal game. Pitzer 
finished his career as the fifth 
_QUESTION THR~: On Satur-
day·. Georgia Tech defeated 
Notre Dame 23-14.' Name the 
last ye_ar that the Yellowjackets 
defeated the Fighting-Irish. , 
QUESTION· FO_UR: Purdue 
shocked the college foot.pall 
,world by aefeating ,Michigan 
"8·9C:: s..CoqM<Y,) aq1 waq 
·sup1spaa _uo~u,qsuM.. aq1 •awn2. . 
16-14 on Saturday: This was the 
first defeat by Michigan to a Big 
Ten team other than Ohio State 
since 1969. ·Name that Big Ten 
non-Ohio: State . team to defaet 
-. the Wolverines. - .\ 
. ~ . - . " 
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leading career rusher at I.C. 
with 241-1431 and 14 t.d.'s. 
Both Mees and Pitzer played 
in only seven games. Mees did 
hot join the varsity until the 
third game and Pitzer was 
sidelined with an injury for the 
Springfield and AIC coqtests. 
Caufield's return helped im-
prove Ithaca's aerial attack. The 
Bombers finished with 51-132 
passing for 7 49 yards and ·three 
touchdowns. Caufield and fresh-
man Bob Edson combined on two 
of the touchdown tosses of 79 
yards against AIC and 52 yards 
against--Hobart. Pitzer hit end 
Mike Battle on a 68 yard option 
play against RIT for the other 
score. 
Battle led the receivers with 
11 receptions for 267 yards. 
Volleyb~ll Eyes Title 
By Eve Homburger 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Volleyball Team showed just 
how tough they were by placing 
first in the Eastern Tournament 
on October 30 and 31. The 
Brooklyn Invitationals included 
twelve of the best teams in the 
East. Ithaca was seeded second 
with the University of Delaware 
being seeded fir.st. But Ithaca 
changed aU that. 
On Saturday, the Bombers 
won eight games and Jost only 
two. Sunday morning, in a 
single-elimination tournament, 
Ithaca outplayed East Strouds-
burg 15-10, 15-13, 13-15. The 
next team they had to show their 
skill against was Brockport, and 
they won 16-14, 16-14. In the 
finals against the University of 
Delaware, ,with is an excellent 
team, the Bombers won 15-13, 
15-7 to prove that they were 
indeed the best team in the East! 
This past weekend the team 
repeated their outstanding per-
formance in the District Tourna-
ment which was held at Cornell. 
Playing against Elmira, 
SUNY in Binghamtom, and Cor-
nell; Ithaca College placed first 
and proudly carried home a 
trophy. Tuesday night, the 
Bombers again showed their 
superiority as they outplayed 
Syracuse University and Cornell · 
University and again rated as 
best. · 
Coach Sarah Rich, who 
stated that the girls are working , 
hard and are playing well toge-
ther, has high hopes for taking 
the state title at the tournament 
which will IJe held this Saturday. 
BEST OF LUCK TO THE 
TEAM! 
Hockey 
Wraps It Up. 
By Eve Homburger 
The Bomber's Field Hockey 
Team ended their season with a 
fourth place,in the New York 
State Tournament. In the_ir first· 
game, which was against One-
onta, Ithaca won with a score of 
5-1. Playing against C'.>lgate, 
Ithaca lost during a penalty 
stroke, 1-0. Brockport managed 
to outscore the Bombers in a_ 
close game, which ended 1-2. 
Cortland placed first in the 
tournament, followed by Col-
gate, Brockport and Ithaca Col-
. lege. 
This was the last game for 
Seniors Tina Kletcha and Lisa 
Ahlers. Tina was voted Most 
continued on page 15 
Fair Isle Shetlands 
by Aston Under $30 
Other sweaters by 
D,umohr, Damo11 Sport, 
Braemar, John Tulloch, 
Pringle, ES Deans, 
Dalkeith and Mansa 
Christina 
I' 
PECCY 
CORNWALL· 
111 ', MCJNOAY TO SATUHOAY 
THE BRICK HOUSE 
AT THE CORNERS 
CAYUGA HEIGHTS 
:... 
Bulletin 
Board 
. ' '• ··~· 
Applied Writing Course 
This is an introductory composition course 
designed for students interested in journalism. The 
course is intended to give students a bases for 
writing clearly and critically, in ari organized and 
developed manner. Course readings--both topics 
and models for writing-will be drawn from 
newspaper and magazine articles; students will; 
however, be writing academic essays (this is not a 
course in print journalism). 
The course is not "terribly elementary"-it 
reviews.the basics, but each student's writing will 
receive individualized attention according to -· 
his/her needs. 
Any student interested in the 1977 Newspaper 
· Internship Program should contact the Office of 
Career Planning immediately. The internships are 
open to juniors only and all applications are due by 
Dec. 1. 
The Terrac_e Council will sponsor a backgam-
mon tournament for terrace residents with 
eliminations beginning Nov. 10 leading to a grand 
championship match Sunday Nov. 14. Prizes will 
include dinner for two at Old Port Harbour, lunch 
at Ragmann's, a night at the Pub and many more. 
Anyone interested is asked to contact his or her 
resident advisor or Steve Buis, ext 3765. · 
STONEWARE. GALLERY: 104 N. Aurora St. 
(above McBooks). Open 1-·5 tues - sat. A showing 
of designer jewelry by Peters Valley Craftswoman 
Susan Cohen and blown glass by Ohioian D.H. 
Smith. Exhibit and sale through Dec. 22. 
A program, "Opportunities in Social Work" 
will be presented on Wednesday, November 10, at 
4:oo pm in Friends 207. Ms. Karen Ashworth 
· (MSW), a recent LC. graduate working in an 
outreach program in the Economic Opportunity 
Corp. will speak on "Opportunities for Employm~nt 
in Social Work." Dr. Terry May, Director of 
Foreign Study, will speak on "Programs for 
Studying Social Work Abroad." "Joy Evans, 
Director of Career Plans, will speak on "Opportun-
ities for Advanced Education in the Field of Social 
Work." Dr. Margaret Feldman, coordinator, will 
speak on "The Minor and Other Options for Social 
Work at Ithaca College.''._Sponsered by the Social 
Work Steering Committee of the Center_ of 
Individual and Interdisciplinary Studies, 'the 
program is open to all interested people. 
Representatives of the following institutions 
will be on campus: 
Franklin Pierce Law Center - Nov. 15. 
Colgate University - teaching intern program -
Nov. 16 . 
University of Pennsylvania - School of Social 
Work - Nov. 17 
Northeastern Graduate Scliool,-0f Business -
Nov. 30 
The following seminars are being held_ in 
November: 
"Going for an Interview? Tips and Tech-
niques". 4-5 pm Thursday Nov. 11 in the Demotte 
Room of Egbert Union. 
"Career Planning - People and R~sources at 
Ithaca College." 4-5 pm· Thursday Nov. 18 in the 
Demotte Room of Egbert Union. 
Members of the Ithaca College community are 
invited to attend the Corness Law School's Moot 
Court durjng the week of November 15-19 (Moot 
Court is a mock appelate procedure, ·not a trial 
procedure).- On November- 15-18 there.· will be 
competition among the "lawyers" before ~u,;ient 
judges at 4:3Q-pm and ~:30 pm. Call the Law·_Sch~l 
Office, 256-5327, to find oU:t classroom locations·. Qn · -
November 19th at 8:15-pm in the M"oot Court Room 
- at Cornell's Myron Taylor Hall the finals will be 
presented before a 'panel of thre.e J>}'.Ofessional 
j~dges. . ·/ 
----. 
......... _ Indian 
Seminar 
OfJe.-ed 
wreJaf Meti1( 
The Lisle Fellows~ip, Inc. ---Friday, 11/12 ,. 
will sponsor a three-week work Lunch · · 
ancl study seminar in India fro{ll · Hot Roast Beef Sandwich 
.January 3-23, 1977. Since 1936, Eggplant Parmesan 
ThP Lisle Fellowship's programs Tossed · Tuna Salad Cold 
in int1•rnational human relations Plate 
havl' hl•lpP<l promote peace and dinner 
. • . 
. Sunday, -11/14 -
-Brunch 
Juices, Fruits 
Scrambled and Fried Eggs 
Sausage Links 
Waffles 
Bagels unclerstancling for peoples in 91 'Batter Fried Fish 
nations. . Roast Turkey with Dressing Cold Cut Platter 
Umner "The spminar is designed for Meatball Sub 
hoth students and others who are Ice Cream Excursion 
int1•n•stl'd in exploring alterna- Saturday, 11/13 
. t iVl' approaches in the fields of Lunch 
' Pducation and rural development Hamburger on Bun 
on t.hP suhconlinent. · It is an Beef Noodle .Casserole 
unusual opportunity for intercul-
t 11ral and intPrgroup exper -
i1•nc1•!->." said Lisll•'s International 
( 'o- l>irl·ctors, Dr. DeWitt and 
Edna Baldwin. 
Highlights of the seminar 
inchuh•: Orientation in the 
capital. New DPlhi. at the Gandhi 
l'P:tCP Foundation whne gues't 
!-,p1•akPrs will ll•ad discussion 
_groups on cross-cultural themes 
and issiws rl'lating to education 
and rural <lev!'lopml'nt. Field 
trip to livl' and work in a ruraf 
t rihal an•a when• a social action 
community has spent. the last 25 
_,·1·,1r!-, working with peoples in 
1.000 villages. 'fhl•re will be 
amplP t inw for sight.seeing in -
hot h N1•w Dl'lhi and Bombay 
,1 hPrl' t hi' group will conclude its 
!-,t a_v in India. 
Baked Cheese Omelet 
Dinner 
Pork Chops . 
Roast Beef 
Spaghetti with Meat Sause 
Academic · credit may be 
granted through prior arrange-
ments with appropriate colle-
gial l' offices. 
. Total co,-;t (including room, 
ho.ir<l,'fl>es for tours, land trans-
port at.ion - hut excluding travel 
to and from New York City) is 
$1100. 
Thi• India Seminar is open to 
th1• first 15 persons who apply. 
For an application and further 
information, please write, India 
SPrninar. c/o Lisle Fellowship, 
In!-'., 511 Meadow Hall Drive, 
Rockvi111•, Md. ·20851, or call 
:ml-424-4805. 
TODAY'S ·caasswa11··,uzzL1 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
A_CROSS 48 The working 
1 Brittle class 49 Health and 6 Eat greedily energy puzzle 10 Frail person 50 Tear apart answers 14 Cut into 
15 Fury violently 
16 Indian of 54 Deficient in 
Peru grace J 
17 Ward off 57 Elevat~cl 15 18"When You habitation on page 58 Gallup ----
- Wish---- - 59 Atrican 
----
.. 
20 Arizona city plant 60State 
~1 Fix 61 Tennis units 22 Metric unit 62 Furnished 23.Fight with 25 Compared stitches 11 Aims Nazi reader 27 Kind of 63 Argue for 12 Startle with 37 Report 
masQnry something fear 38 1976 Olyni-30 Return to 13Removed picsslte 
former outer skin 40 Gunpowder 
owner 19 Inquirer ingredient: 
31 Church DOWN 21 Take legal Var. vestment 
. action 41 --, party 
32Tobacco 1 ---- up: 24 Spanish 43 Coral is-
product Refuse to cheer lands 33 "I": German .talk 25 Concerned 44 Small drink 
36 Heavy tress 2Speak in- with law 4?Makesa 
37 Bobby ----: coherently. 26Russian mistake 
Beseba11er 3 ChemicaL tsar 46 lndlan 
38 Additional suffixes 27 Capital of vessel 
39 In the man- 4 Word game · Latium · 47 Make tardy 
ner of: 2 5 Fondle 26Russlan 49 Solid precip. 
words 6 Kind of bot- river 51 Can.-U.S. 
40Central lie "298almy border lake point 7 Deeply ab- weather-. 52 Actress----
41 Gives en sorbed area: 2 Foch 
.. edgeto 8Goneby words 53 Tra~fer 42 Fastened· 9Mele 30 Displeased rcroperty 44Feels human~ _32Conceel 55_ dletelk: 
· 45Spread 10 Ow:en -----:.: 34 Manitoba sreng 
around Amer. Indian ------~6 Jepdrink 47 Bits of fluff novelist ·35 German 57 Elect. unit 
Baked·Ham 
· Veal Parmesan 
Seafood Newburg 
Monday, 11/15 
Lunch 
Sloppy Joe 
Chinese Chicken Casserole 
Open Fa_ced Sandwich Plate 
Egg and Ham Salad SEtups 
Dinner · 
Baked Chicken 
Lasagna 
Italian Sausage Sandwich 
Salad Bar 
Tuesday, 11/16 
Lunch· 
Pizza 
Tuna Salad Sandwich 
Sheperd's 'pie 
Chefs Salad Plate 
Dinner 
El 'ranchero 
, Oven Baked Fish Fillets 
Pork Chow Mein 
Wednesday, 11/17 
Lunch 
Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Sandwich 
Chili 
Sunny Winter Fruit Plate 
Coldcut Hoagie 
dinner-Thanksgiving Special Buf 
- fet 
Salad Bar 
Roast Turkey with Fruit and 
Nut Dressing 
Roast Beef Au Jus 
Baked Ham with Fruit 
Sauce ._ · ... ,, · .... 
-Au Gratin :potatoes 
Candied Yams 
Green Beans Almondine 
Bread Bar 
Desse~. Table 
Thursday, 11/18 
Lunch 
Mountain Climber 
Chili Fritos 
Julienne Salad Plate 
Ham and Swiss Sandwich 
Dinner ·· 
Breaded Pork. Chop Oriental 
Baked Fish with Curry 
Butter 
Pizza 
Friday, 11/19 
lunch 
Hamburger, French· Fries 
Hot Dogs 
Ham Salad Sandwich 
Dinner 
.) QUarter Pounders with 
Cheese 
Pizza 
Grinder Bar 
HICKE¥-'S 
· 201 S. Tioga St. 
l~,N.Y. 
272-8262 
THE 
Music Store 
· 9G~ceri.•• _• Kep 
• 1 • \.-
···Party ~lies~ Jee _ 
. u11.;. cfftali-. 
~+--t--t-+--1.. . .. -12Z'N. A~r.ora'St .. -· ... ·, 
._...--~-- '. . :i~:,P.+~-~,.:,i,l~J~_:,."'~' -. · · . · ·_ -
'.'"'""·· ..... ·- :: ::... .. ·:·-..... ~ ,-: ·_·:.> .. . 
• 
/ 
/ 
I' 
• 
:~,Jtlumm, ,'Nov. U, lW,6,.PQge--15 
frlb~~Wfi£ 
• ~ ' ... -::: p.:.. .. r- • • • • - ~ 
Hey Amigo! · ,_ _ )'OU'IIAFF' ANQ SAVOYARD FOR SALE: Kenw~Receiver, 
Another week we -made it --ORCHESTRA. Thanks from the 54 watts/ct,annel at 8 ohms from 
!hroughl ~ think~~, will be. "yeomen" cast·for your splendid- 20-20kH2, $170. 1 pair of good 
Just fine wi~h me this weekend. performance. .____ sounding fnteraudio spkrs· just 
,· . ., 
~~:··;::,;~~r:::e&-=·~ 
- - - ·, ·' · , your suit doing? ~gt::~ ~~iJ::~::~,~=~~= 
LUCKY 13 CARD1l_ We p~ch it , me! 
everitune you get a car wash or 
a gas fill up. Free wash on your 
birthday. Gulf Car Wash 740 
South Meadow' St. [Route 13 
South, entrance to Westons}. 
We're cleaning up down here! , 
Eggs, 
Let's not let the bees sting, 
but let's give them a good fight. 
-Be happy. 
As always. Trees 
LOST: Pewter Jewish Star. 
Sentimental value. Contact Jeff 
x775. Reward. 
Dear Judi, Andy, Pam, Cindy, 
and Beaner, 
Thanks a million for making 
#250 great. We love you all. 
April and Corey 
To the "mystery" Dower sender: 
They are gorgeous! We love 
-them and you. Thanx again. 
Paula and Laurin 
Amy, 
You're worth a hundred to 
me! Happy Birthday. 
your Pleasant Pal 
Dear Cimmy; 
Don't f~rget to use the 
pledge. What's behind the name 
Bertrice. RSVP Ithacan. 
Love Bertrice 
Amy ,Mike,Linda,Mary Anne, 
When are you all coming 
way up to visit?!? 
your "rec" pal! 
Way to go volleyball team! 
Y' our Cheerleader! · 
-Asian • Have a super. 
Thanksgiving! How about Eng-
lish muffins at 5:00 am. 
Sincerely, 
Rosebud 
'Dear Garden Apt. Chef, 
TJianks_ for the invitation. 
Would love to have dinner with 
you~. Sometime next week 
· ok? Let me know. 
- Love, 
Carol 
FIRST 
ASSEMB_LY 
OF GOD:.. 
" 520 w. -seneca St. --
Rev. Richard J, Thomas 
27:>-S31J 
Little -Blue Bus At 
Fin!! Pole 9:30 AM 
_,, Sundays 
. -..._SUVICI~ 
!lunclay School 9:45 a.m. 
.Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Evening Service _ 7 p.m. 
-.~ . 
---
I 
/Jo l"~m K iii,~· 
t:/,ri.~t-Or- Just 
Alm,ut Him:' 
-To Marna and our other icecream 
friends, 
Yea Carvels • that was 
yummy! Let's do it again! 
Eve-Alice 
Happy Birthday, David • Sorry I 
missed it! Take care of Paul and 
your zebra plant! 
-you know who-
Miss Frank-further, 
you still owe me a pizza! 
Miss Hamburger 
To 204A. Thanx for the shoulder 
· I needed that! How about 
Lick-it again? 
From 204B 
LOST: Staticmaster in Garden 
Apt. area. Reward, call Kathy 
273-8717. 
\ 
For Sale: Turner Balladier 
Microphone Model 766. · Best 
Offer. Call Barbara Nolan 
Chuck • Have a Happy Evenings 273·8456 
Thanksgiving, hope to see you 
after vacation. 
Yours truly, -
A taco lover 
FOR SALE: Panasonic's best CB 
[RJ-3200) with $30 Turner pow-
ermic and locking instillation 
plate. Three months old and fits 
cassette in dash, very reason-
able. Contact Corey x751 or 
273-9896. 
FOR SALE: 8-track FM Stereo 
Pioneer Tape Deck. - Also JVC-8 
track stereo recorder/playback 
deck. Both in excellent condi· 
tion. Call Eves 272-3291. 
any car. Orig:~$215. Asking .-----------
... Field Hockey $110. Call Tim x492. 
Michael Fremer's hilarious new 
continued from page 19 album, "I Can Take A Joke" is 
Valuable Player and is a poten- available for a limited time only 
tial National Player. Andi for only $4.00. Call Mike at 
Woodbury won the ost Improved 277 -3847 · 
Player's Award. With only two· . 
varsity team. members gradua- FOR SALE: Quicksilver's A 
ting, ~he Bombers are looking ,thology Album. Call Steve x78; 
forward to a great season next or 272-5458. 
year! 
' 
THE THRILL Of VICTORYvs. 
THE AGONY OF DEFEA't 
Whowill·have the 
0 
0 
unnecessary knowledge ~-~~~~v,..;..--
necess~ t<~ win the Schmidt's Trivia Championship? 
': F;i(ldOutat the.finals. . . Schmidt's. 
WEDNESDAY NOV:17 -AT 9:30PM 1N 'l1IE 
- CROSSROADS IN-THE .EGBER-T UNION 
I, -
C SCHMIDT~ SONS INC , PHILA PA 
.-
The beer that might make 
Philadelphia tarrious. 
' ','. :, ' ' ··,,,: ,'.-_ '' C •, •• ; ' ' •• ,·,·_:,> ',~"•.'• ., " . ,':·.,· _.. .... : · . • 
, - ,,.. . ~ 
. -
. . . -'• ~· --:. . 
THE SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS "fJF 197&77 ~: ... ··. , , 
- .. - . . , - .. . .. 
. . 
ARE PROUD TO PRESENT_.THE:-. .-- _ 
,/ t , . I ," • __ • / • • • - __. -
~[t~,~CJ)(9. . , . . ·.· 
~~,u~~ ())A~~, [IJ.A[g ·.· - ·. ·. · 
Place: on· The Waterfront Date: Monday November 15 Ttrne: 9pm...:...1am -
. - . 
~fL~a@~~~ (J)~fL cr~~(t (!)~a~[!@~ 
i:NJ® [r~~(t alfl(t~ 
- . 
woooo ~(t~a@~ ~iiactfl!(?[D · · 
' beers mixed drinks· - -
40 cents , danc~ to the music of. - ~ 75 cents 
a!~D£fl!...<JJ~ 
EVERYONE WELCOME!_ ·: 
_ _. .. 
- . .~ . ' . ' ~_. (, 
i The Navy . e o . · . . . . . - . 
' . . '.· ~ 
·. If you like challenging sitllations, and df;'ske. . 
management experience, you'llfind.th~min ··· · 
today'sexcitingnewNavy. - .. · · •· '.C .. 
j . : . LT. Ed Nash, Officer Inf onnari(!n Rep. willbe · , 
:) on cafilpus No;vember 12.in tlie,PlaCeme~t ... ' : :\ · . . . 
~· . · Office tO answer yotJr qtiesti~J!S~ . For inf:~?1~t,ion ,( .. · · . ' • 
;., . . - . _ ,- ., ... call .. 7,16 .. 842~870 ...... 
!' . . . . ., -' ; ' .  ·-' . .. -·' ---,., ,. -' .. , ,' -_.  . . . . i; · ·· ,, . ., ~ . · · · · . . . , . • ·. ~•· -• . r ·· ., .· : ,~:: J .. , ). :,~.Z.),\; ,{;,, .. :t::~L. :'.:\.:.):.> .... __________ - .· 
